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INSIDE/OUTCOMES

By W. Scott Brown

a

Walking in Integrity
“Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but whoever takes
crooked paths will be found out.”
Prov. 10:9
AS THIS PROVERB ILLUSTRATES, integrity is vital for Christian leaders and
ministries. That’s why we’ve made “accountability” the theme of this edition of Outcomes.
In Romans 14:12, the Apostle Paul says, “So then, each of us will give an account of ourselves to God.” And Luke 16:10 reminds us, “Whoever can be trusted with very little can
also be trusted with much, and whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest
with much.”
As followers of Christ, we are accountable to God and to one another. I love the perspective of Hebrews 10:24–25, “And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing,
but encouraging one another — and all the more as you see the Day approaching.” Offering
that type of encouragement is something we believe in deeply here at Christian Leadership Alliance (CLA). In these times, the “love and good deeds” of Christ-honoring leaders
shine like never before.
This edition features insights on accountability from experienced thought
leaders, including many who are presenting at the Outcomes Conference,
April 4–6, 2017, in Dallas. That inspiring event will be a powerful
opportunity to give and receive encouragement in community with other
world-changing Christian leaders. I hope you’ll register to join us there!
(outcomesconference.org)
May we as leaders walk securely in the straight paths of integrity,
accountable to God and to one another.

@ScottBrownCLA l @CLAOutcomes

OutcomesMagazine.com
Connect with Outcomes and Christian Leadership Alliance online:
CL AT V: View CLATV at (CLATV.org)
Blog: blog.christianleadershipalliance.org
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Christian Leadership Alliance equips and unites leaders to
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New name. Same team.
Same great service.
GUARANTEED.
You know firsthand how challenging it can be to recruit
talent – particularly people with the right combination
of skills and experience needed to help lead your
group forward to reach your goals. Formerly known
as Keystone Executive Search & Recruitment, our team
has helped dozens of nonprofits just like yours recruit
personable, highly accomplished professionals for key
fundraising and executive leadership roles.
Plus, we guarantee our placements for two full years
- longer than any other search firm out there.

Why not put our team to work for you?
We help nonprofits find and recruit top talent to
lead and advance their mission.

Visit nonprofit-executive-search.com or call 800.382.0094
to start moving forward today.

TALKING LEADERSHIP

Interview by Tami Heim

Accountability
David Nasser discusses values,

c

leadership and Generation Next.
CLA PRESIDENT AND CEO TAMI HEIM recently interviewed

David Nasser, Liberty University’s senior vice president for spiritual
development. Nasser will be a keynote speaker at CLA’s Outcomes
Conference 2017, April 4–6, in Dallas (outcomesconference.org).
David Nasser is the founder of D. Nasser Outreach and Christ
City Church near Birmingham, Ala., where he served as lead pastor.
He has written four books, and speaks to more than 700,000 people
each year using his God-given ability to reach the high tech, attention-lacking culture of Generation Next. The heart-cry of David’s
ministry is to effectively present the same message, the gospel of
Christ, using fresh, post modern methods.
In 2014, God introduced a new chapter into David’s life: leading Liberty University’s spiritual programs, including Convocation, North America’s largest weekly gathering of young people,
and the university’s Center for Global Engagement. He oversees a team that advances Liberty’s mission by strengthening
the theological foundation of the student body and its leaders
through gatherings such as Convocation and Campus Church.
He steers the discipleship process of seeing students come to
Christ and grow in their faith and mobilizes students and faculty
to reach the world for Christ through the global studies degree
program, humanitarian efforts, church planting and cohesive
ministry partnerships.
Nasser was born in Iran but left the country with his family at
age 9 during the Iranian Revolution. After almost a year in exile,
his family moved to America. At age 18, he rejected his Muslim
heritage and became a Christian. He and his wife, Jennifer, have
two children.

The theme of this edition is “accountability.” How do you
build professional accountability as a leader?
“Accountability” is a word we’re rallying around this year as
a theme. Here at Liberty University, I have about 100 people —
both full-time and part-time employees — on my team. To build
accountability, we do two things. We declare our values, and we
evaluate our progress. We hold people accountable to those values.
We celebrate wins and correct where needed.
Our seven core values are:
1. Holiness: We value holiness, which means a personal pursuit to
be set apart by God. Everyone who is a part of my team should
value holiness. If they don’t value a personal pursuit to be set
apart, a personal pursuit of God, then they probably won’t last
long. They’re not going to be happy with me because I’m holding
them accountable, and I’m not going to be happy with them.
Eventually they’ll either reboot or reject.
6 outcomes
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2. Humility: We value humility. That’s not thinking
less of yourself, but thinking just as highly of others
as you think of yourself. It’s loving your neighbor as
you love yourself. We celebrate it when we see it in
our team. We also hold people accountable when
they exude the opposite of humility.
3. H
 onesty: We value honesty. If an employee says,
“Hey, I want to say something to you,” and tells me
the truth, even though it doesn’t feel good, they’re
protected because we value honesty. They can
always hold me accountable. It’s mutual submission. Even though I’m a senior VP and they might
be an executive director, it doesn’t matter.
4. H
 onor: We value honor. I want to honor every one
of my employees, just as I want them to honor me.
We have a home-like atmosphere, but in living that
out in a corporate space, it can move into dishonor.
They can be like “Yo, Dave,” instead of “Pastor
David” because I’m a friendly person. We sometimes must remind and hold them accountable
that I might be their friend, but I’m still their boss.
5. Hustle: We love hustle. We hold people accountable to it. It is self-initiative and get-up-and-go. If
it is 5:15 and you stay 15 minutes over — so what?
No one can talk you into leaving because you love
the job. You want this more than I want it. You’re
not here for a paycheck. You’re here because you
believe it, you bleed it. You hustle.
6. Hospitality: We value hospitality. The word hospitality contains the word “hospital.” There should be
healing in our environment. I want our team to sense
that and hold each other accountable. They’re hospitable toward each other. For every one of these values,
outsiders should come in and say, “Oh, I see that in you.”
7. Home: I know “home” sounds weird, but we really
value this being a home. We don’t want to replace
somebody’s home life, but we don’t want to contradict
it either. I want employees to know that. Recently,
the father of one of my VP’s had a lung transplant. He
got the call, last minute in the middle of a meeting,
as his dad had been on the wait list. Our whole team
rallied. We stopped everything and just started praying. I think somebody used their frequent flier miles
to get this VP and his wife there. That just feels like
home. That feels like, “Man, we’re not just working
together; we’re co-laboring together.”
We declare those values, the seven H’s, for our team
and then evaluate our progress. How are we doing? How
can we do better?
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What most excites you when you think about
next generation of Christian leaders?
I get to hang out with about 14,000 students on
campus, and we have responsibilities for the 90,000plus students online. Getting to speak into their lives
and really hear from them, I’m thrilled and blown by
away the audacious dreams of our students.
They have boundless willingness to think outside the
lines and tackle things my generation would never have
stepped up to the plate for. They hear about issues like
sex trafficking and look at me and say: “Let’s solve it, let’s
go, let’s do this, let’s roll up our sleeves, let’s raise money
and let’s raise awareness.”
If anything, I find myself having to put a bridle on it
and pull it back. Sometimes it feels overconfident. Maybe
it was that everybody got a trophy at their Upward games,
and so all think they’re winners. Or, maybe it’s that God
has raised up a generation confident in their giftings.
What excites me is their audacious dreaming and
boundless energy to go and do things. I’m thrilled by it.

How do we bridge the gap between that
motivation and their fulfilling Gods’ unique call
on their lives?
Once our students get motivated, then we have to
give them a handle for that. Motivation quickly evaporates if we don’t give them a track.
Nearly two weeks ago we hosted “Global Focus
Week.” I had 91 representatives from almost 50 organizations here. They spoke in classes. They had tables, and
students walked around drinking tea from the Middle
East and eating crepes from France. We had organizations here like World Vision, Compassion International,

Wycliffe and business organizations. They met motivation with opportunity: “Here’s a place you can go for the summer, or volunteer for a
week during your spring break.”
Sometimes I meet students who are motivated, but walking around
tables and making contacts doesn’t put them into action. With somebody like that, we need to hand them a Strengths Finder and let them
do selfevaluation to figure out their giftings. How are they hard wired?
What are their passions?
Brad Lomenick says your calling is the intersection of your passions
and your gifts. That’s really cool. Sometimes I say: “You’re motivated
to do great things with your life. Now, what are you gifted in? Oh,
you’re musical. Cool. What are you passionate about? So where does
music and this passion collide?”
Many students come in, sit in my office, and say, “Pastor David,
what do you think God’s will is for my life? I’ve changed my major
three times.” I’m like: “What floats your boat? What do you love?
What gets you up in the morning? Let’s figure that out and play to
your strengths.” Sometimes God doesn’t do that. Sometimes he puts
people completely out of their strengths, but typically I feel like God
brings people into that intersection of gifts and passion as their calling.

Can you point to a critical inflection point that shaped the
leader you are today?
When I became a Christian, my parents were not devout Muslims.
I say kiddingly that the most devout I ever saw my parents was the
night I became a Christian. All of a sudden they were like: “You can’t
be Christian, we’re Muslim.” I was like, “We are?”
My father kicked me out of the house for becoming a Christian.
Some of that was my own fault. I was pretty immature and more into
exercising my rights as a Christian than being salt and light in my home.
So I got kicked out of the house, and I just really needed a strong
spiritual father in my life. God brought into my life several spiritual
dads like Jay Strack, Rick Stanley, Franklin Graham, Dale Bynum and
Benny Proffitt. These amazing men of God mentored me and poured
into me. They forgave me when I made mistakes, but then told me the
truth. When I talk about core leadership values, honestly I got them
from them. These are values I saw in great leaders. I’m the leader I
am today because of the people who led me yesterday.

PHOTO BY JOEL COLEMAN, COURTESY OF LIBERTY UNIVERSITY

What encouragement would you share for those leading
ministries in these times?
You know what I’d say? To leaders of local, national and global
ministries, I would say we might lose a battle here and there, but we
are a part of a war already won. It was fought and won at the cross
by Christ.
Somebody in ministry may say: “I was going to raise money and
the money didn’t come through for this mission project.” Or, “I put
a big conference together and know how good it is, but no one one’s
coming.” My encouragement is to stay steady. Know that even in the
midst of all of that, we win. It’s a done deal.
To learn more visit (liberty.edu).
DAVID NASSER will be a keynote speaker at CLA’s Outcomes
Conference 2017, April 4–6, in Dallas (outcomesconference.org).
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FIRST PERSON

By Bryan Taylor

Beyond
Constructive
Conflict
A “wake-up call” for a

a

results-oriented leader

A C C O U N TA B I L I T Y, P E R S O N A L R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y , results:
these words share a common theme. They all relate to performance.
For many Christian leaders the topic of performance is challenging.
Heavy emphasis on personal performance or results can seem cold and
inhumane, perhaps even un-Christian. Yet Scripture is full of performance-based illustrations focusing on accountability. Our corporate
verse, Luke 16:11, is one such passage: “So if you have not been trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who will trust you with true riches?”
This passage links ministry opportunity with accountability in handling
financial resources.
We recently spent a couple of days at a corporate offsite event to
renew our vision, clarify our mission and enhance team effectiveness.
No doubt many of you have done the same in your organizations. Like
you, I used material from prominent authors such as Jim Collins, Patrick Lencioni, Gary Chapman, John Maxwell and Lee Ellis. While the
response to our offsite event was positive, what struck me the most was
my personal response to two significant components of effective team
relationships: constructive conflict and results.
My personality profile, which incidentally we also reviewed, embraces
conflict and is heavily skewed towards results. Consequently, I jumped
into our offsite with the intention of not only reigniting our vision, but
also of addressing team dysfunctions like absence of trust, fear of conflict, lack of commitment, avoidance of accountability and inattention
to results, which Lencioni describes in his book The Five
Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable (Jossey-Bass,
2002). However, my most significant takeaway from
the event related to insights regarding my interactions
with my team, as a results-oriented leader.
Following some vision casting, mission review and
values clarification, we jumped into a discussion of
the various personalities on our team. So far so good.
Then came the tougher conversation about trust,
conflict, communication and teamwork. During that
discussion, I was practically begging for constructive
conflict, noting how such conflict relates to “buy in” and
ultimately leads to results. That is when the bombshell
hit. “What happens,” one of my team members
asked, “if I am not excited when we
get that next big client?” I was
stunned. Why wouldn’t a team
member be happy? I mean,
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we won, right? How could someone not be happy if we
achieved the desired result?
As you might expect, the conversation got a bit more
awkward, and members of our team who were not comfortable with conflict probably wanted to crawl under
the table. However, as we fought to remain engaged in
the conversation, something revealing happened. The
real reason for the concern surfaced. It related directly to
two of our corporate values: “excellence” and “personal
responsibility.” This team member’s core concern was
how the workload brought on by a significant new client
would impact her ability to offer that client the same
level of excellence our current clients receive.
As the conversation progressed, it also became evident
that this was a difficult issue to discuss because perhaps
management (meaning me, of course) didn’t really want
to hear this, or might not be willing to change anything
even if they did know about the issue. Wow, sometimes
the truth really hurts! Not quite what I expected when I
encouraged constructive conflict. What I received was
the truth that at least some members of my team were
afraid of being overwhelmed in a way that negatively
impacted results. Consequently, they couldn’t fully “buy
in” to our vision and were concerned that our ongoing
mission might be hindered as a result.
What a wake-up call! In any organization, it’s easy
to assume that we are all paddling in the same direction
as hard as possible to reach the desired objective. That
may be true, but it’s easy to miss that one or more team
members might also be bailing with their other hand,
too encumbered to really help us reach that objective.
We must uncover uncomfortable truths by encouraging constructive conflict. A willingness to express such
concerns and a commitment to collaborate in addressing
them can help to ensure “buy in.” It also helps to ensure
that everyone in the boat remains enthusiastic about
reaching the ultimate objective.
Uncovering, accepting and addressing uncomfortable
realities is an important part of my role as team leader
and will ultimately improve the morale of my team,
strengthen trust and help ensure enthusiastic pursuit
of our corporate vision.
BRYAN TAYLOR, CFA, is the chief executive officer and

chief investment officer for Cornerstone Management
Inc., located in Atlanta, Ga. Cornerstone is a Registered
Investment Advisor (RIA) and serves the Christian nonprofit
community providing asset management consulting,
planned gift administration and planned gift consulting
(cornerstonemgt.net).
Register to attend the Academy course being
co-led by Bryan Taylor “WISE INVESTING FOR
MINISTRY” at CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017, April
4–6, in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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Generosit y Fact #5

A SERIES FOR
CHRISTIAN
NON-PROFITS

It’s a scientific fact:
Words that trigger associations
with cooperation and being
spiritual, inspire more generosity.
We often subconsciously act upon words and concepts
that trigger meaningful associations for us. In one study at
Columbia University, people who were subliminally exposed
to cooperation words — such as mutual, shared, together and
collaborating — were more likely to share resources than
those exposed to competition words — such as winner, loser,
opponent and they/them.
In another experiment, people exposed to spiritual language
— such as God, divine and sacred — or social responsibility
concepts — such as civic and doing good — later gave more
money than those exposed to neutral words.

Get the best thinking on how to inspire donor generosity in
your inbox every week! Visit us at masterworks.com/facts

For more than 25 years, Masterworks has been helping non-profits INSPIRE GENEROSITY in
their donors to increase the giving of time, talent and treasure to work that delights the heart of God.
Want to learn more about how we can help you make the strong connections that bring significance
to the lives of your supporters and inspire them to unleash their generosity? Contact Rory Starks
at 360.394.7694 or rstarks@masterworks.com.

masterworks.com

NEW NOW& NEXT
they exercise authority in their lives. So if
we’re leaders and we care about the flourishing of people we’re leading, we have to
figure out how to both have the right amount
of authority and have the right amount of
vulnerability, and have them together.
How can leaders work toward
flourishing in their own lives and in
the organizations they lead?
I think of flourishing as everyone being
everything they are created to be. In healthy
organizations, this means everyone’s gifts
are recognized, developed and maximized.
If we had those kinds of organizations,
Leadership that is both
people would love to show up to work,
and their results would be more creative,
strong and weak
more productive. A key part of flourishWhen asked what kind of leader we’d ing is relational; it’s having rich, mutually
like to be, most would choose “strong” over empowering relationships. It’s amazing
“weak.” But in his new book Strong and Weak: how much the existence of that depends on
Embracing a Life of Love, Risk &
leaders, especially on whether
True Flourishing (IVP Books,
INTERVIEW WITH leaders take risks. When lead2016), Andy Crouch argues that
ers try to avoid vulnerability, it
ANDY CROUCH
flourishing leaders are in fact
actually prevents other people
both at the same time. Crouch —
from having authority. Healthy
who currently serves as executive editor at leaders make room for everyone to grow.
Christianity Today, as well as on the governing boards of Fuller Theological Seminary How does accountability impact
and the Council for Christian Colleges and flourishing?
Universities, and as a senior fellow of the
One of the main forms of meaningful risk
International Justice Mission’s IJM Institute for a leader is to be accountable. Everybody,
— presents a model of leadership that chal- not just people in leadership positions, shies
lenges leaders to expand their vision of what away from accountability. If we are not
good leadership means. Laura Leonard spoke accountable, at worst we will be exploitative;
with Crouch about why we so often get this we will use other people. But the more subtle
wrong, how leaders can pursue these types case is that we’re not fostering the kind of
of strength and weakness, and
flourishing that we’re meant to.
how this type of leadership can
It’s not so much active exploilead to true flourishing for both
tation as underperformance
and failure to thrive. Failure to
the leader and the organization.
thrive for leaders comes from
lack of appropriate risk, and if
Why is the idea of being
both “strong and weak”
we aren’t accountable for goals
important for leaders?
that stretch us and cause us to
I think if we look at our own experiences risk, we will retreat into a safety zone that
of flourishing — that is, when in our lives we prevents us and the organizations we lead
have developed the most or the fastest — it’s from flourishing.
when other people exercised both vulnerability and authority in our lives. By vulnerability
ANDY CROUCH will be speaking at
the Church Leader Summit led by
I don’t just mean emotional transparency. I
also mean any kind of meaningful risk. For Christianity Today at CLA’s Outcomes
people to flourish, other people have to take Conference, April 4-6, 2017.
risks, often big risks, at the same time that (outcomesconference.org)

True Flourishing

w
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Milestones
APPOINTED Atul Tandon, as CEO
of Opportunity International, U.S. He
previously held leadership roles with
CitiBank, World Vision and United Way
Worldwide. Tandon is a member of CLA’s
board of directors.
APPOINTED Dr. Adam C. Wright,
as president of Dallas Baptist University
(DBU). He previously served as vice
president and dean of the Cook School
of Leadership at DBU. Wright succeeds
Dr. Gary Cook, who now serves as the
university’s chancellor.
APPOINTED Rev. Steve Harling,
as president of Reach Beyond. Harling
previously served 36 years in pastoral
roles at various churches. He succeeds
Wayne Pederson, who now serves as
Reach Beyond’s president emeritus and
global ambassador.

HEADLINES:
Register for Winter 2017
Outcomes Academy (Online)
Modules

CLA has announced the lineup for its Outcomes Academy (Online) for winter 2017. The
registration deadline is Jan. 16, 2017, and
modules begin on Jan. 23, 2017.
These modules were developed by thought
leaders and frontline practitioners and offer
practical, biblically based wisdom that will
improve your leadership and strengthen
your ministry operation. They also offer a
great opportunity to collaborate online with
Christian leaders from across the Christian
ministry world.
CLA’s winter 2017 lineup will feature these
seven modules: CCNL: “CCNL Leadership”;
Executive Leadership: “Applying the 5 Languages of Appreciation in Your Workplace”;
Resource Development: “Biblical Foundations of Development”; Financial Management: “Protect Your Ministry’s Finances”;
People Management and Care: “Employee
Development: The Key to Organizational Success”; Marketing & Communications: “Build
Your Brand Value”; and Board Governance:
“Assess and Strengthen Your Board”.
Learn more and register at
(christianleadershipalliance.org/academy).
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by Laura Leonard, Christianity Today and W. Scott Brown, Outcomes magazine.

scorecard
HOW MUCH IS RELIGION WORTH?

A new research study examines the economic value of religion to U.S.
society. The father/daughter team of Georgetown University’s Brian Grim
and Newseum Institute’s Melissa Grim calculated three estimates of
religion’s socio-economic value to the United States, finding that religion
provides between a $378 billion to $4.8 trillion boost to the U.S. economy
annually. The conservative estimate adds the sum of revenue generated
by religious organizations, while the larger sum factors in the value of
social services provided by religious organizations as well as economic
impact on local communities.
The Value of Religion
Revenue generated by U.S. religious organizations
Health care networks:
$161 billion
Congregations:
$84 billion
Educational institutions: $74 billion
Charities:
$45 billion
Food:
$14.4 billion
Media:
$0.9 billion

“Although we have
responsibilities to
others, we are
primarily
accountable
to God.”
D R . J O H N R . W. S T O T T

For more information on this study, which was sponsored by Faith Counts, go to http://tinyurl.com/gnssdxf.

News for today’s Christian leaders
Register by Jan. 31 to Save on
The Outcomes Conference 2017
The theme of The Outcomes Conference
2017 is “Momentum.” This event will offer an
opportunity for networking and building Christian community with leaders of today’s highinfluence Christian nonprofit organizations. It
will provide spiritual encouragement for leading
in our unique times, and present cutting-edge
thought leadership on embracing God’s call,
and for flourishing in the momentum of God’s
work worldwide.
With more than 350 hours of learning in eight
leadership tracks, it’s America’s premier educational event for today’s Christian leader.
“This is a watershed moment for Christian
leaders worldwide,” said Tami Heim, CLA president and CEO. “The Outcomes Conference is
a dynamic equipping event for leaders of worldchanging nonprofits, churches, educational
institutions and businesses. At this time each
year, CLA provides a place where leaders can
come together for connection, thought leadership, encouragement and wisdom. I pray all
Christian leaders will seize this unique moment
to invest in each other and stand united in our
call to transform the world for Christ.”
Thought leaders speaking at this conference include: Dr. Ed Stetzer, Bryan Loritts,

Trillia Newbell, Eugene Cho, Jonathan Evans,
Jena Lee Nardella, David Nasser, Dr. Samuel
Rodriguez, Kay Arthur, Dr. Crawford Loritts, Dr.
Reg Codrington and more.
The conference worship team Brooke+Boggs,
(Brooke Voland and Michael Boggs), is an
award-winning Nashville-based duo.
Register to attend The Outcomes Conference
in Dallas, April 4-6, 2017.
Registration savings deadline is
Jan. 31, 2017. Learn more/Register at
(OutcomesConference.org)

CLA Offers Exclusive Online
Module Selection for Member
Organizations
CLA’s Exclusive Module Selection program
allows CLA member organizations (Platinum,
Gold and Silver) to select any module from
CLA’s library of more than 40 online modules
(excludes three CCNL modules) to be launched
as an exclusive module for staff of their
organization. Any staff member of that CLA
member organization may participate. CLA
simply requires that a member organization
participating in this program provide a full
cohort of eight or more participants. CLA will
provide an expert facilitator for the module.
Modules offered in this program will be
launched on the same Winter, Spring, Summer

and Fall schedule as the Outcomes Academy
(Online). This is a great way to build team unity
by studying together online, and furthering the
conversations in team discussions at work.
Learn more about the Exclusive Module
Selection program and see CLA’s library of
online modules at http://tinyurl.com/z93y9or.
Or contact CLA at heather.mcculloch@
christianleadershipalliance.org.

Russia Bans Evangelism
In July, a new set of anti-terrorism laws, called
the Yarovaya laws, which restrict Christians from
evangelizing outside their churches, went into
effect in Russia. These laws require missionaries to obtain permits, prohibit house churches
by constricting religious activity to registered
church buildings, and set noncompliance fines
at anywhere from $780 for individuals to more
than $15,000 for organizations.
The new laws will “create conditions for the
repression of all Christians,” wrote Russia’s
Baptist Council of Churches in an open letter.
“Any person who mentions their religious view or
reflections out loud or puts them in writing, without the relevant documents, could be accused
of ‘illegal missionary activity.’”
Lawyers plan to appeal the new laws in Russian courts.
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Five principles for today’s Christian leader
By Chris McDaniel
LET’S GET THIS OUT O F THE WAY EARLY:

organizational leaders don’t always make the right
decisions.
For more than 20 years, I have held leadership
roles in nonprofit, military and private businesses
and daily faced the need to make decisions in areas of vision, program, finance, human resources,
development, legal and more. I would love to look
back and declare that I hit the mark for every decision, but that would not be true. While many were
sound decisions, there were times where the flesh,

the Enemy, busyness and a lack of connection with
the Holy Spirit clouded my judgment.
Many organizational leaders are visionaries,
dreamers and impatient. That’s right, I said impatient.
Most want to see their dreams for significant impact
happen within very short timelines so they can dream
and cast more visions. Some view casting visions and
continuous growth as the essence of good leadership;
however, biblical principles of stewardship and decision making can become an afterthought with this
mindset. Statements like, “God will provide,” or “God
will work it out,” are tossed around and decisions are
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made quickly. Sometimes decisions are made without considering funding or how they would shift an already approved and
prayed-over strategy into a different direction. At times those
concerned about stewardship can be classified as having less
faith or even as pessimists.
But what if God doesn’t provide or confirm a leader’s decision? What if we look back and see that a decision led to financial debt or to an unfruitful ministry or became a distraction
from our core mission? What if God cares about stewardship,
and views it as a practical expression of love for him as we obey
his commandments and principles?
Scripture reminds us that “without faith it is impossible to
please God” (Heb. 11:6a), so all of our decisions must be rooted
in faith. This can mean making a decision to move forward before the tangible provision or confirmation shows up, or one
that leads us in a new direction. However, we must clearly hear
the Lord’s voice calling us forward. Without that confirmation
from the Lord, we must stay true to the principles he has revealed through his Word.
Leaders can quickly cross the line from faith to presumption. Merriam-Webster defines presumption as “a belief that
something is true even though it has not been proved” “or a
willingness to do something without the right or permission
to do it.” When making tough decisions, we can presume on
God by making the decision we want and then expecting God
to show up and honor that decision. The Hebrew word for presumption is zed, which can be translated as “arrogant, proud,
insolent or presumptuous.” It’s scary to think that our personal
pride and arrogance could be the motivation behind certain
decisions. Psalm 19:13 (NASB) says, “Also keep back Your servant from presumptuous sins; Let them not rule over me; Then I
will be blameless, and I shall be acquitted of great transgression.”

HOW CAN WE RESPOND WELL WHEN WE REALIZE WE
MADE THE WRONG DECISION?

• Admit we are wrong. Pride can prevent us from circling
back and reflecting on what we have learned as leaders
regarding our decision making. When we walk humbly
in the Spirit, he can overcome this pride supernaturally
through us and move us to admit our mistakes and share
the lessons learned with those we lead. This response will
produce respect and will demonstrate the teachable attitude we want to see in others. Luke 6:31 reminds us, “Do to
others as you would have them do to you.”
• Don’t spiritualize bad decisions. There are leaders who
rarely (or never) admit their mistakes. They even go as far
as spiritualizing their decisions, or the outcome, as God’s
will. I’ve witnessed poor stewardship decisions justified
as doing the right thing or taking the high road because
of a fear to say the hard things, hold others accountable or
to say no. God doesn’t make mistakes, yet we can certainly
misunderstand. Rather than spiritualize mistakes, deflecting them as God’s sovereignty, we should own them and
take personal responsibility.
• Take corrective action. During pilot training, students
are taught a precept known as the “1-in-60 rule”. The
idea is that for every one degree you are off course over
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a distance of 60 nautical miles, you will be one mile off
course from your original destination. When flying, it’s
important to take corrective action immediately in order
to hit the desired destination. When leading organizations, we must also take corrective action quickly when
we get off course. When we do so, it demonstrates true
humility, and reorients us to our intended goals and destination. “If you reject discipline, you only harm yourself;
but if you listen to correction, you grow in understanding”
(Prov. 15:32, NLT).
When godly leaders make a wrong decision that takes an organization or church off course, we must admit that mistake,
take personal responsibility and take immediate corrective action to ensure we reach our desired destination.

FIVE PRINCIPLES FOR MAKING GOD-HONORING
DECISIONS
The Bible does not offer a checklist or step-by-step process
for every decision we face in life; however, it does offer principles we can follow to ensure that we make God-honoring decisions. I was taught these principles, and godly leaders modeled
them early in my life. They have kept me on track and allowed
me to honor God and witness his confirmation in relational
decisions, financial decisions, career transitions, marriage, fatherhood and organizational leadership.
1. Alignment with God’s Word. God graciously left us a
written record of his commandments, principles and
promises. We can learn from the multiple examples of
real people in Scripture who experienced blessing for
obedience and discipline for disobedience. Personally
I have had times where I struggled to hear from God or
when the Holy Spirit was silent on an issue or even gave
me several choices that aligned with his will. When this
is the case, we must always filter our decisions through
biblical commands, principles and God’s promises.
	
David was a strong leader for the nation of Israel, and
he shared in the Psalms: “How sweet your words taste to
me; they are sweeter than honey. Your commandments give
me understanding; no wonder I hate every false way of life.
Your word is a lamp to guide my feet and a light for my
path” (Psalm 119:103–105, NLT).
	
Dr. Wes Wilmer reminds us in Revolution in Generosity (Moody Publishers, 2008) that, “15 percent of God’s
Word (2,172 verses) deals with possessions — treasures
hidden in a field, pearls, talents, pounds, stables, etc. Most
likely this topic is covered so thoroughly in Scripture because God knew His followers would struggle with how
to use possessions. Given this emphasis from God, Christians need to seriously consider how their faith and their
finances are related.”
2. Inner witness of the Holy Spirit. Listening to and obeying the Holy Spirit are the most important principles in
biblical decision making, but they can also be the most
difficult.
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God uses biblical community
to help us lead and
make good
decisions.

	
Scripture offers many
examples of those in relationship with Christ who are led by the
Holy Spirit in their daily lives, such as:
“And when you are brought to trial in the synagogues and before rulers and authorities, don’t worry
about how to defend yourself or what to say, for the Holy
Spirit will teach you at that time what needs to be said”
(Luke 12:11–12, NLT). In Acts, we read of Philip’s encounter with the Ethiopian eunuch: “The Holy Spirit said to
Philip, “Go over and walk along beside the carriage” (Acts
8:29, NLT).
	 God speaks to us through prayer! Our personal relationship with Jesus Christ is foundational to experience this level of intimacy with the Holy Spirit. Prayer
is simply an ongoing communication with God, and
as we lead organizations we must heed the admonition, “Pray in the Spirit at all times and on every occasion” (Eph. 6:18a, NLT), as well as the encouragement,
“Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about everything. Tell God what you need, and thank him for all he
has done” (Phil. 4:6, NLT). As we pray, ask, listen to and
obey the Holy Spirit, we will ensure our decisions align
with the will of God.
3. Inner peace. Peace should both precede and proceed
from our decisions. “Then you will experience God’s
peace, which exceeds anything we can understand.
His peace will guard your hearts and minds as you live
in Christ Jesus” (Phil 4:7, NLT). I have missed this
over the years with hiring decisions. Rather than not
hire someone, I made the assumption that we could
train or mold someone into a strong team member.
I will confess that it’s never worked. I’ve learned that
if I don’t have peace, I need to either wait or to avoid
that decision altogether and wait on God to reveal a
clear direction that provides the peace he promises.
4. Harmony among believers. “I also tell you this: If two
of you agree here on earth concerning anything you ask,
my Father in heaven will do it for you. For where two or
three gather together as my followers, I am there among
them” (Matt. 18: 19–20, NLT). We should seek agreement with one or more committed Christ followers
when making decisions. This can be a spouse, a coworker, mentor or trusted friend and will vary based
on the context of the decision we are facing and who
is impacted by that respective decision. If all are earnestly seeking the Lord and his will, then we will
find a harmony before and after decisions are made.
5. Input from godly counsel. In business we conduct
market research, hold strategy sessions and conduct
focus groups. The purpose is to identify a collective response or decision about a particular problem or opportunity. Most organizations have a governing board that
also provides oversight. Scripture tells us, “Without wise

leadership, a nation
falls; there is safety
in having many advisers”
(Prov. 11:14, NLT). Later we
learn that “Plans go wrong for lack of
advice; many advisers bring success” (Prov.
15:22, NLT). We must seek out other godly leaders
and get their input before making decisions. When faced
with tough decisions, I personally like to consult with
two or three other leaders in similar roles. God uses others to point out things we may not have seen or thought
about, so we can make a fully informed decision.
	 When possible, pursue all five principles because
leadership and decision making are far better within the
context of biblical community. It’s especially important
when our decisions affect others. God uses biblical community to help us lead and make good decisions. It is often said that no man is an island, and that is especially
true when it comes to making challenging leadership
decisions that honor the Lord and accomplish his will.
Those times when we are alone and have to make tough
decisions, we can always rest on the first and second principles to guide us safely.

WHAT IS THE RESULT?
If Christian leaders apply these principles, they will see the
Lord’s confirmation and blessing and accomplish his will when
faced with difficult decisions. We may see his confirmation
before a decision is made, along the way, or in retrospect after the decision has been made. God’s confirmation and blessing can take many forms, so we are not guaranteed success as
the world defines success; however, we will accomplish his
will and lead our organizations where he wants them to go. As
those we lead witness God’s confirmation upon our decisionmaking processes, a tremendous trust will be built that is foundational to any successful organization.
While Moses faced many challenges leading the people of
Israel out of Egypt, it was his relationship with God, willingness to obey and God’s confirmation on those decisions that
influenced the Israelites to move in the direction God had intended so that his perfect will might be accomplished. Let us
follow his example.
CHRIS MCDANIEL has an MBA from Liberty University, and is an en-

terprise solutions specialist for vTECH io. He is also a lieutenant colonel
in the U.S. Air Force Reserves. He is author of Ignite Your Generosity:
A 21-Day Experience in Stewardship (InterVarsity Press, 2015). Learn
more about Chris at (stewardshipbookmark.org).
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DISCIPLES OF
ACCOUNTABILITY

w

Four instructions for exiles awaiting the end
By Dr. Gary G. Hoag

W H E N P E T E R , A D I S C I P L E O F J E S U S , addressed the

first of his two letters to Jewish believers dispersed throughout
the ancient Mediterranean world, he referred to them as “exiles.”
They had been displaced from their earthly dwellings, driven from
their homeland and scattered among pagans who were largely
hostile to Christianity.
I refer to them as “exiles awaiting the end” not because they
were doomsday preppers, but because Peter told them “the end of
all things is near” (1 Pet. 4:7). How should they live? His marching orders for the exiles (and us) appear in 1 Peter 4:1–11. This
text contains four instructions about personal accountability for
application today.
1. Embrace Suffering. This point is personal and painful,
but with the pain comes great gain! We are on this earth
for purposes far greater than fulfilling fleshly desires. The
exiles needed to remember this as they found themselves
in some pretty crazy places. We do too!
“Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body, arm yourselves also with the same attitude, because whoever suffers in the body is done with sin. As a result, they do not
live the rest of their earthly lives for evil human desires,
but rather for the will of God. For you have spent enough
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time in the past doing what pagans choose to do — living
in debauchery, lust, drunkenness, orgies, carousing and
detestable idolatry. They are surprised that you do not join
them in their reckless, wild living, and they heap abuse on
you. But they will have to give account to him who is ready
to judge the living and the dead. For this is the reason the
gospel was preached even to those who are now dead, so
that they might be judged according to human standards
in regard to the body, but live according to God in regard
to the spirit” (1 Pet. 4:1–6).

	
The exiles (and we with them) have been saved from
self-destruction for a higher purpose: to live out God’s
will. Notice what happens to sin when we adopt Christ’s
attitude toward suffering. When a person wrongs us, the
pagan response is retaliation. Instead, Christ calls us to
forgive. When we do, we put an end to sin. Think about it.
In forgiving instead of fighting back, we suffer the wrong
the person committed, and in so doing, end the cycle.
	
Jesus didn’t avoid suffering. He endured it. Sometimes
verbal, other times physical, but it was always painful.
Elisabeth Elliot notes: “We want to avoid suffering, death,
sin, ashes. But we live in a world crushed and broken and
torn, a world God himself visited to redeem. We receive
his poured-out life, and being allowed the high privilege
w w w. O u t c o m e s M a g a z i n e . c o m

of suffering with him, may then pour ourselves out for
others” (A Lamp unto My Feet, Regal, 1985). The watching
world takes notice when we welcome suffering. It’s living
proof of the gospel.
	
Sadly, many Christians try to avoid suffering at all costs.
When each of us gives an account to God someday, the
ones who focused on dodging suffering will have to report
self-preservation and the pursuit of comfort. Only recently
have I grasped the wisdom of embracing suffering.
• Are you armed with the attitude of Christ toward suffering?
2. Wake up and Pray. Peter uses strong language because time
is short, and the spiritual battle has intensified. “The end of
all things is near. Therefore be alert and of sober mind so that
you may pray” (1 Pet. 4:7). This means making time in our
clogged calendars to talk with and listen to God. Personal
prayer is not about asking God to give us what we want. I
have learned the best way to hear God is to sit in silence.
	
John Piper explains: “Until you believe that life is war,
you cannot know what prayer is for. Prayer is for the accomplishment of a wartime mission” (Let the Nations Be Glad!,
Baker, 2013). We’ve never been closer to the end than we
are today. It’s crunch time. We need to wake up and pray!
• What does prayer look like in your life?
3. Love Others Deeply and Hospitably. Christ fulfilled the
law for us and gave us one command: Love. Peter relays
this central teaching and adds that we must love with the
right attitude. “Above all, love each other deeply, because
love covers over a multitude of sins. Offer hospitality to one
another without grumbling” (1 Pet. 4:8–9).
	
Loving others deeply is hard. Those closest to us tend
to step on our toes, don’t they? Guess what? We get to
forgive them. In reminding the exiles (and us) that love
covers a multitude of sins, Peter likely recalled that Jesus
had taught him to forgive “seventy times seven” or 490
times (Matt. 18:21–22, NASB). Consider putting a sign up
at home or work with “490” written on it as a reminder!
	
Hospitality moves us one step further. It implies that
when people enter our “space” we put their needs ahead
of our own. How did the exiles do? Selfless service became
the reputation of the first Christians. Tertullian reports by
the end of the second century A.D. that the Romans often
observed: “See how these Christians love one another.” There
was nothing on earth like Christian love and hospitality!
	
Could such a widespread movement overtake the world
again? Shane Claiborne suggests, “When we truly love our
neighbor as ourselves, capitalism as we see it today won’t
be possible, but Marxism won’t be necessary. What we
are talking about is a movement of people loving their
neighbor as themselves” (“Generosity in Community” in
Giving: Growing Joyful Stewards in Your Congregation, ESC,
2016). It would require each of us to do our part.
• Are you committed to loving others deeply and hospitably?

“CAN GOD
TRUST YOU?”
4. Use Your Gift to Dispense God’s Grace. Peter concludes
this section saying that each steward has received a gift
(singular) of the Spirit to participate in the dispensing of
God’s grace. This connotes that no one person has all the
gifts. Each of us has something to contribute as we collaborate on mission.
“Each of you should use whatever gift you have received
to serve others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms. If anyone speaks, they should do so as one who
speaks the very words of God. If anyone serves, they should
do so with the strength God provides, so that in all things
God may be praised through Jesus Christ. To him be the
glory and the power for ever and ever. Amen” (1 Pet. 4:10–11).

	
Ever been on a team where one person does not do their
part? It weakens the whole team. See why accountability is
so important! As Dwight Robertson puts it, “You are God’s
plan A and there’s no plan B” (You Are God’s Plan A, David
C. Cook, 2010). Some speak God’s words, and some serve
with God’s strength. Each one of us plays a part in making
known God’s undeserved favor to the world!
• Are you using your gift as a faithful steward to dispense
God’s grace?

“DISCIPLES OF ACCOUNTABILITY”
In my travels as ECFA International Liaison, I have met many
saints who care deeply about personal accountability. For example,
Angelito Gabriel of CCTA (Christian Council for Transparency
and Accountability, Philippines) asked this question to an audience of church and ministry administrators: “Can God trust you?”
What would your response be?
On another trip, Valentine Gitoho of AfCAA (African Council for Accreditation and Accountability) stirred my heart when
she proclaimed: “As God’s servants, we must be disciples of
accountability.”
Let’s be “disciples of accountability,” shall we? Embrace suffering. Wake up and pray. Love others deeply and hospitably.
And use our gifts to dispense God’s grace. The world is watching.
More importantly, God sees everything and someday will reward
the faithful when they give an account.
GARY G. HOAG, Ph.D. (New Testament, Trinity College, Bristol, U.K.),

is an author and professor who also serves part-time as ECFA international liaison. He is widely known as “the Generosity Monk” because
he’s dedicated his life to encouraging Christian generosity.
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Risk Management

Why it’s vital for your ministry!
By Peter A. Persuitti, Phil Bushnell and Dr. James A. Rice

“Then the LORD God took the man and put him into the garden
of Eden to cultivate it and keep it” (Gen. 2:15, NASB).
Think of risk management as a prudent, informed enabling of the
ministry that is the lifeblood of our building Christ’s kingdom on
earth. Risk management is “vital”. In fact, the word vital derives
from the Latin Vitalis, which pertains to life or life-giving. Protecting
our people, our assets and our reputation is indeed life-giving, and
it is a manifestation of stewardship in the 21st century. /// Several
years ago, we hosted a conference on risk and the title was “Risking
It All for Christ” (temporaladministration.org). Our discussion
led us to try to understand how our pursuit of risk management
works together with our entrustment of faith. In faith we are to
risk all for Christ. When we risk all, there is a presumption that
we have “all” to risk. The protection of the church’s assets is
necessary precisely so that we can give the witness of risking all
for Christ. We came to an understanding that risk management
is also a demand of faithful stewardship over our temporal goods.
Successful risk management can make us exemplary in this area. ///
18 outcomes
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REGULATORY ISSUES
There is no question today in the 21st century
that our exercise of religious freedom is threatened.
Living out our beliefs can put us in a precarious
position of risk if we don’t take all the necessary
precautions: rewriting our facilities usage policy,
refining our job descriptions and staff oversight
and development, safeguarding the personal data
of our constituencies … you know what we mean.
The threat of an emerging post-Christian culture
makes risk management ever more relevant and vital
to our thriving in a secular world. As little as 20
years ago, no one would ever imagine launching a
suit against the church. Today we are targets. Don’t
let the Affordable Care Act (ACA)-related responsibilities or the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) rules or even the most
recent Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) requirements get ahead of you.

SERGE-KAZAKOV/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

And there was another conference we helped
coalesce recently that asked the question “what have
we learned from the misconduct crisis of the Catholic
Church over the past 15 years?”
Both events were enlightening, engaging and reinforced the fact that what church leaders know today
is so much different from what we knew 20 or even 10
years ago. We call that advances in our research, in our
experience and in our society. But how then do we make
risk management an ever-evolving dynamic that is the
underpinning to stewardship? We hope this discussion
helps bring some focus to your community’s efforts.
Leaders can access so much more today about risk
management and the church.
This reality makes its way to the trial room. Take a
group of millennial jurors and they will ask “can you
Google it?” and if so, then you should have known!
Imagine today having volunteers work with children without a background screening clearance! While
this activity may not prevent an incident, we understand the importance of it as a “duty of care” element
of our stewardship.
“Duty of Care” has become front and center as a
litmus test of our stewardship. With the passage of
time and the advances of knowledge and technology, the bar continues to be raised in terms of what
we as church or as a ministry need to be concerned
about, vigilant about and even focused on. Anything
short of it could lead to a charge of negligence or
breach of duty.
What is striking is that while secular forces have
been the primary driver of our stewardship response,
we must take back this control and proactively affirm
our call to stewardship as a cost of discipleship.

ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
ORGANIZATION: Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. | Religious Practice
(AJG is a publically traded company with more than 22,000
employees and more than 650 offices around the world)
HEADQUARTERS: Itasca, IL (Chicagoland)
PRESIDENT: J. Patrick Gallagher
MANAGING DIRECTOR, GALLAGHER RELIGIOUS
PRACTICE: Peter A. Persuitti
MISSION: As a service provider, consultant and partner, the
Gallagher Religious Practice network of consultants aspires to help
steward the resources entrusted to the faith-based community —
assets, people, reputation.
SERVICES: Insurance (P&C, Benefits); Retirement; Risk
Management; Loss Control & Wellness; Claims; Human Resource
Consulting; Institutional Investments; International Mission Travel
& Ministries; Student Accident & Health; Special Events; Volunteer
Management; Captive Formation and Administration; Actuarial and
Underwriting Services; Governance; Technology as Pathway to
Ministry & Stewardship.
CLIENTS INCLUDE: We work with more than 24,000 nonprofits
around the world, including many denominations, mega-ministries,
NGOs, schools, social service agencies, cultural institutions and
community based organizations.
WEBSITE: www.ajg.com/religious
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MORAL CONDUCT ISSUES
We also must address the sexual misconduct crisis. What we see today is not just a
church issue; it is emerging in schools and is
prevalent in families as well, perhaps most
pervasive there. This is a critical risk management issue requiring vigilance and bold
action by the church to protect the innocent
and vulnerable, and to live out the vital role
we play in society. It is a great opportunity
for the church to re-emerge as a leader in the
public square. So what does this look like in
regard to our faithful stewardship, and how
can we succeed in this life-giving pursuit?

FOUR IDEAS TO CONSIDER:
1. Stakeholder-based Awareness
 Our charge now is to empower and
equip all of our staff, leaders and the
broader faith constituencies, including volunteers and those we serve.
See something, say something; from
uneven sidewalks to improper behaviors to unsafe facilities. We are fortunate to have technology to help us
educate and sustain these reminders,
and thus we should excel at recognizing aberrations and kinks in our armor.
Just imagine responsible congregants
taking pictures of inappropriate situations and reporting the evidence. Yes,
we are all soldiers for Christ.
20 outcomes
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2. Community-wide Engagement
 Acts of violence focused on the church
are at an all-time high since Carl Chinn,
a nationally known security consultant,
began tracking them in 1999. We need to
tap the talent of our broader community,
beginning with first responders. They
are here to help us think through scenarios, respond to incidents and educate
our staff, leaders and constituencies.
They have time and they have hearts!
Talent and volunteer management has
a strategic long-term purpose.
3. People Are Our Treasure
 One of our most important assets is
our people. Attracting and retaining
good, mission-driven people is vital
to the sustainability of our ministries.
However, given the ever expanding and
increasingly complicated regulatory
environment in the area of employee
benefits, we are tasked with maintaining comprehensive total rewards programs that meet the needs of our diverse
workforce without running afoul of the
many regulatory traps. Missteps in compliance with the ACA, HIPAA, FLSA,
and so on can result in significant penalties, impacting our ability to sustain
our ministry. Using available tools to
mitigate and manage this risk should
be part of our everyday practice.

4. Mediate Versus Litigate
 We can’t escape the secular world
in which we live, but we can use
proven new tools to confront the
challenges. Whether it is in response
to a misconduct allegation or a
harassment claim, imagine if we
could bring healing to the process of
harm through mediation by listening and resolving. We would indeed
be engaging the secular world with
faith-inspired social justice and a
humanity that is restorative and
risk reducing. Risk management is
vital to our church thriving in the
21st century.
PETER A. PERSUITTI, ABD, is managing

director of the Religious Practice for Arthur
J. Gallagher & Co. (corporate, Chicagobased); PHIL BUSHNELL leads Gallagher’s
benefits expertise in the religious sector
(St. Louis-based); and JIM RICE, Ph.D.,
FACHE, is managing director and senior
advisor of governance and leadership
(Minneapolis-based).
Register to attend the workshop
“BENEFIT STRATEGIES: DRIVING
DECISIONS WITH DATA” led by Peter A.
Persuitti and Phil Bushnell at CLA’s Outcomes
Conference 2017, April 4–6, in Dallas
(OutcomesConference.org).
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Performance
Management

By Dr. Rick Mann

OU TCOMES MATTER . IN PAST DECADES, many or-

ganizations were more focused on organizational culture and
inputs rather than outcomes. These days, however, more and
more organizations are focusing on outcomes, performance,
transparency and accountability.
To provide an introductory overview, inputs are resources
we add to our organizations. The most common resource inputs
are human and financial. Therefore, we can say that a medical
team of 20 people with a budget of $1 million worked in a country for a year. These are human and financial inputs. Outcomes
focus on the return on investment (ROI). In other words, the
amount of progress made on what we care about most (patients
served, reduced deaths, etc.) because of the input of resources.
We want to be accountable for the effectiveness and impact
(outcomes) of these inputs.
When board members ask senior leaders, “How is it going?” and leaders reply, “We are working very hard,” that is
a discussion based on inputs. In other words, hard work is
an input. Let’s consider a farmer. If a banker lent money to a
farmer for seed, he might ask, “How is it going?” The farmer
could say, “We are working hard.” Seed and hard work are
both inputs. It might be appropriate for the banker to ask, “Do
you think that you will be able to pay back your loan with the
harvest proceeds?” The banker is focused on outcomes. He is
less concerned about inputs (seed and hard work) than he is
about outcomes (harvest and financial gains).
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Valuing outcomes,
performance,
transparency and
accountability

JESUS AND OUTCOMES
There are several places in the Gospels where Jesus focuses on
outcomes.
• Parable of the Talents (Matt. 25:14–30)
• Parable of the Minas (Luke 19:11–27)
• Fig Tree (Mark 11:12-14; 20–25)
• The Harvest Is Plentiful (Luke 10:1–3)

SERVANT LEADERSHIP / STEWARD LEADERSHIP
The term “servant leadership”, often attributed to Robert
Greenleaf, has been around for several decades and is still quite
popular. Greenleaf writes of servant leadership “The servantleader is servant first” (www.greenleaf.com). The concept of
stewardship focuses on whether leaders are using effectively
those resources entrusted to them. Tim Keller writes in Every
Good Endeavor (Viking, 2012), “ruling the world as God’s image
bearers should be seen as stewardship or trusteeship. God owns
the world, but he has put it under our care to cultivate it. It is
definitely not a mandate to treat the world and its resources as
if they are ours to use, exploit, and discard as we wish.”
Consider a Christian nonprofit publisher that receives $1
million in donations. Imagine if after a year, they had only published and distributed 100 copies of a 10-page book. Donors
may not consider this scenario as a very good return on their
investment (ROI). On the other hand, another publisher also
receives $1 million from donors for the same purposes. Let’s
say they published 10,000 copies of a 100-page book. Most
w w w. O u t c o m e s M a g a z i n e . c o m

“This is the future, and the future is upon us.”
reasonable people would consider the ROI of the second scenario as more favorable. The goal of leaders and organizations
should be to more effectively steward resources entrusted into
their care and use.

PERFORMANCE MATTERS
If our goal is to effectively and efficiently use our human and
financial resources, we should be getting better at answering
the question, “How are we doing?” This concept can be applied
to many aspects of our work, such as:
1. Are we using donated funds effectively?
2. How do we assess the work of staff?
3. What is our progress on our most important measures?

WHICH MEASURES MATTER?
Not everything that can be measured is important. Height is
not a good measure of health. Also, some things we care about
most are not easy to measure. To get better at performance
management, we need to carefully choose the most important
measures, including both quantitative and qualitative measures.

RESHAPING ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Improving performance is not a matter of just adding good
monthly measures. Here are four factors that relate to measurement and organizational effectiveness:
1. Understanding stewardship
2. Embracing accountability
3. Pursuing transparency
4. Leveraging data for better decisions

PRACTICAL NEXT STEPS
Here are two key steps to strengthen performance management in your organization:
1. Measure what matters: What outcomes are most important
based on the mission, vision and values of your organization,
as well as your value propositions and strategy? For example,
an adoption agency might look at placement rates, days to
complete and satisfaction with the process.
2. Operationalize outcomes and measures: Explore what success looks like. This can take the form of SMART goals:
o Specific
o Measureable
o Attainable
o Realistic
o Time-based
Examples of SMART goals:
 Unrestricted giving: We would like to increase unrestricted annual giving from $1 million to $2 million over the
next three years.
 ESL enrollment: We would like to have 100 students enroll and complete our intermediate ESL training course
each month.



Adoption rate: In 2017, we would like to have 80 percent of families that complete the application process
to have a child placed in their home within 12 months.

COMMON PITFALLS TO IMPLEMENTING
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
1. “Culture eats strategy for breakfast.” This is often attributed to
the management guru, Peter Drucker. It means don’t underestimate how much organizations can resist performance management and the use of strategic measures. You may want to start
small and move your organization in this direction over time.
2. Performance is corporate, not Christian: Some Christian leaders and organizations struggle with performance because they believe that their job is to sow seed and to leave the results to God.
You might want to talk to some farmers about this. They will
agree that they can’t make seed grow, but they will also say that
there is a lot more to growing a strong harvest than just throwing
out seed. It is takes dedication, skill, consistency, capital, labor
and a host of other factors to maximize their harvest yields.
3. Lack of data: When we ask organizations what they care
about most, they often talk about progress. At that point, we
ask about their data. More times than not, organizations struggle with providing solid data. We are talking about basic, consistent and solid data. We are not talking about big data that is
so popular today. We suggest that you start with monthly data
for four to eight key strategic measures.
4. Tactical urgency squeezes out the strategic: One time we
asked leaders in an esteemed Christian nonprofit about time
given by their senior team to focus on strategy, outcomes
and data. They said that their tactical work was just too overwhelming. We call this the Tactical Tsunami that pushes out
even minimal strategic focus.
5. Accountability is not the goal of many: Busy people often
avoid transparency and accountability because it can feel like
more work and trouble than they want. It often takes significant senior leadership to develop a culture and practice of performance management, transparency and accountability.
In closing, we want to remember that many of the best organizations are those that value outcomes, performance and accountability. This is the future, and the future is upon us. If you have not done
so already, take action today to move in this direction. It is worth it!
RICK MANN, Ph.D., serves as professor of leadership and strategy at
Trevecca Nazarene University. He is also managing director of ClarionStrategy, a consulting firm that helps Christian nonprofits scale up their
effectiveness while charging unusually low fees.

Register to attend Dr. Rick Mann’s ITI seminar
“PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT: ENSURING
EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY” at CLA’s Outcomes Conference
2017, April 4–6, in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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Entrepreneurial
Leaders Needed!
It’s definitely worth the risk.

L

By Lauren Libby

Last year I read several blogs and articles
on “how to do more with less.” I caught
myself reacting internally to that verbiage.
After several weeks it dawned on me that I
was reacting to a scarcity mindset. In short,
a limited worldview of ministry leaders that
implies, “There is a finite supply of resources, so we need to allocate them ever more
efficiently in a risk-averse manner.“
Essentially, according to this view, new
resources are scarce, and competition is
acute, so we must operate with what we
have. The implication is that doing more
with less increases efficiency. While efficiency is good, it does not necessarily lead
to expansion of the body of Christ.
Jesus never operated from a scarcity
mentality! He knew all power and authority had been given to him and he could use
these resources at his will. Jesus commissioned his followers to move out with assurance that he would be with them and
make resources available to enlarge his
kingdom. This spiritual dynamic is still in
force today.

SIPHOTOGRAPHY/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

OUR EXPERIENCE
The TWR ministry touches 165 countries in 234 languages every day. Eight years
ago TWR faced a need to grow and expand
in order to fulfill its calling: “Reaching the
world for Christ by mass media so that lasting fruit is produced.”
In its sixth decade of existence, the ministry needed an entrepreneurial push. At
TWR we have been blessed with a board
and team of leaders who embrace that and
look to the future in light of an organizational calling. They’re unafraid to take calculated faith steps in line with that calling.
As a result, the organization:
1. R
 ebuilt a global broadcast network of 21
high-power stations that speak to a potential listening audience of 4 billion people.

2. Developed a digital content warehouse
and delivery system (TWR360) that
ministers annually to 9 million users
from over 150 countries in 46 languages.
3. Deployed field ministry for personal spiritual transformation.
4. Developed new technology with the potential to deliver spiritual content to every village in a target area.
5. Invested in the development of 40 future
leaders.
6. Began recruiting a new generation of staff.
7. Is recruiting financial resources to take
the organization to a new generation.
This was accomplished by moving forward in faith during one of the worst recessions in the last 70 years.

ENTREPRENEURIAL TEAMS
I believe entrepreneurial teams are
needed to enliven the 21st century missions
movement. Entrepreneurial teams first of
all need an entrepreneurial leader, a person who is not afraid to take steps of faith,
a leader who can embrace change and be vision centered. Teams need a variety of complementary strengths:
1. Financial analysis capabilities.
2. Excellent implementation skills.
3. The ability to negotiate with different
parties to accomplish overall goals.
4. Positive, “can-do” attitudes.
Teams with these components have a
high rate of accomplishment and forward
movement.
Winter2016
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ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS NEEDED
TO START NEW MISSIONAL VENTURES
I’ve been intrigued by the World War
II generation of spiritual leaders. They
grasped this dynamic and believed Jesus
to enable them to move to help accomplish the Great Commission.
From 1950 to 1995, much of the ministry infrastructure we have available today was created. Leaders like Bill Bright,
Dawson Trotman, Lorne Sanny, Avery
Willis, John Alexander, Billy Graham,
Stanley Mooneyham, Ted Engstrom, Ed
Dayton, Henrietta Mears, Ralph Winter,
Charles E. Fuller, Paul Freed, Clarence
Johnson, Ron Cline, Bob Bowman and
others built organizations, publishing
houses and global media outlets. They
also recruited thousands of women and
men to serve the cause of Christ domestically and internationally. These faithbased spiritual entrepreneurs believed
God, moved on his promises and saw him
do astounding things. We still live on the
legacies of this generation.
By the late 1980s, and into the new
century, a philosophy of “management”

emerged. This philosophy presupposed
that existing resources could be leveraged into growth scenarios. This management mindset created risk-aversion
and downplayed the possibility of failure.
This philosophy can work for a generation, but sooner or later, new resources,
infrastructures and approaches must be
created.
Over the last 15 years, growth in
American missions has not been spectacular. Many organizations are secure,
stable and “flat-lining.” I have sat in the
board meetings of organizations that are
happy with security and stability. In fact,
because of conformity cultures, most entrepreneurial people in those organizations have been shunted aside or have
left due to their inability to cope with
stability-focused, risk-averse cultures.
Thankfully, growth occurred in the
formation of large megachurch structures.
These churches have won people to Jesus,
spurred movements, started mission efforts and created new ministry forms. But
as megachurches mature, they are facing leadership-succession issues and are

How does
your ministry
measure up?
Order your 2016 Compensation Survey Report today!
Join the many other CLA members who rely on this up-to-date survey
data in their annual HR budgeting processes.
Visit www.christianleadershipalliance.org/csr to order your copy today!
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moving toward management cultures.
Globally, there is growth in the body
of Christ through indigenous efforts in
extremely difficult areas in which to
minister. I have known leaders who have
been martyred for their faith, and God
has brought people to himself through
their sacrifices.

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS
NEEDED TO RE-ENERGIZE
GENERATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
There are differences between leaders and managers even though both serve
essential functions. Leaders articulate vision, recruit resources to accomplish that
vision and give birth to new forms and
functions. Managers take what already
exists and maximize the impact of those
resources while minimizing risk, placing
high value on stability.
Often missional organizations are
founded by highly entrepreneurial individuals with God-given vision. They recruit people and financial resources based
on a highly visionary mindset. They take
large risks and dream big. Then, at some

Now
Availa
ble!

2016
Compensation
Survey Report
for Christian
Organizations
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point, they are succeeded by someone a
board of directors selects as a good manager to provide stability, balance budgets
and bring operational continuity. Boards
crave stability and risk management. The
problem is that momentum is lost. The organization is stable but unable to regenerate and revitalize its vision.
When an organization realizes it is
not growing and is losing its visional posture, one of two things can happen:
1. A “better manager” is selected who
can increase efficiency and hopefully engineer a low-risk operational scenario. Usually, this approach
is good in the near-term, but can
be a one-generation strategy. Often
internal fixes predominate with
an overemphasis on analysis, rebranding studies and other internal
adjustments.
2. An entrepreneurial leader assumes
leadership who can revitalize the
organization, paint a clear vision
and direction, recruit people and
resources and inspire a new round
of missional growth and vitality.
This approach is riskier for a board
of directors but has a higher probability of long-term gain.

ORGANIZATIONS NEEDED TO EMPOWER
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS
As most ministries mature, they lose
the ability to foster and enable new outreaches, initiatives and approaches. They
tend to protect assets, reduce risk and
protect missions. This is not bad; it’s natural. But they lose the ability to incubate
new extensions of their ministries.
Suppose organizations respected and
fostered innovative leaders from within.
Imagine these leaders being encouraged
and resourced by established organizations. Instead of forming new 501(c)(3)
structures that require nonprofit capitalization, leaders could jumpstart initiatives with blessing and enjoy the support
of their home bases.
Can this work? In 1989, two individuals dreamed of incubating new initiatives
in the kingdom of God. They founded
an organization to empower leaders to
turn vision into reality, fostering innovation and enabling visionary leaders to

flourish. Since 1989 more than 40 initiatives have been born through this clear
calling and vision from the Lord.

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS NEEDED
TO START NEW MINISTRIES
Jesus is all about expansion! He implied growth of his church when he gave
the Great Commission. The whole world
was the focus. New people entering his
kingdom. New disciples following him.
New, new, new! This implies growth!
New ministry ventures require leaders
who can translate vision into the recruitment of people and financial resources. An
example is Sal Sberna, former lead pastor
of megachurch The MET in Houston. Today, he is championing a ministry to children and next-gen people in Africa, Asia
and South America called “Reach Youth
Global.” Sal has a unique balance of entrepreneurial and organizational gifting. After
growing The MET Church into a multicampus church ministry, God led him to
give leadership to a very effective multicultural international youth ministry.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
Since the Great Commission has not
been rescinded and Jesus is still moving
through the Holy Spirit in the lives of
people, let’s fall into step with him. Jesus
risked his life for each of us. Ultimately
in his presence, everything changes. The
economy of the kingdom prevails. We
live eternally in his presence and our future is assured.
Why wouldn’t we take spiritual entrepreneurial risk? We have nothing to lose.
I would rather have risked and humanly
failed than to have not tried and risk
missing out on hearing Jesus say, “Well
done good and faithful servant!”
LAUREN LIBBY became fourth president
of global media ministry TWR (twr.org) in
December 2008. He formerly served with
The Navigators in Colorado Springs, Colo., in
various executive roles. Lauren is a member of
the National Religious Broadcasters board and
has also served on the ECFA board.

Register to attend the workshop being
led by Lauren Libby “DESPERATELY
NEEDED — ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS” at
CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017, April 4–6,
in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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April 4 – 6, 2017 l Hyatt Regency Dallas

Join us for an extraordinary time of
community, equipping and transformation
at The Outcomes Conference 2017
We invite you to come and encounter the thought leadership, innovative ideas and many
opportunities to collaborate that will exist at The Outcomes Conference.

Learn

Refresh

Connect

Challenge your current
thinking during highly
interactive training
sessions, loaded with
proven best practices.

Experience spiritual
inspiration, personal
encouragement, and the
power that comes with
renewed purpose.

Select your path:

Center your heart:

Network with a world
changing community
of leaders who share
your faith, values and
kingdom call.

• 5 General Sessions

• Morning Devotions

• 7 Academy Courses

• Men’s Luncheon

• 19 Intensive Training
Institute Seminars

• Women’s Luncheon

• 84 Workshop Courses

• On-Site Prayer Room

• Night of Worship

For best rates, register online today!
www.OutcomesConference.org

Expand your network:
• CEO Forum
• Women’s Forum
• HR Summit
• Advancement
Summit
• CFO Summit
• Exhibition Hall

Choose from three different learning experiences:
NEW
FOR
2017!

Academic Experience
Church Leader Experience
Workshop Experience
Visit www.OutcomesConference.org for pricing and details.

Our Keynote Thought Leaders and Speakers will include:
Trillia Newbell
Author, Speaker and Director
of Community Outreach, ERLC

Bryan Loritts
Lead Pastor, Abundant Life
Christian Fellowship

Eugene Cho
Founder and Lead Pastor,
Quest Church

Jena Lee Nardella
Co-Founder, Blood: Water Mission

Rev. Dr. Sam Rodriguez
President, National Hispanic Christian
Leadership Conference; Founder,
New Season Christian Worship Center

Jonathan Evans
Chaplain, Dallas Cowboys

Kay Arthur
Co-Founder, Precept Ministries
International; Author, Speaker
and Radio/TV Host

Wendell Moon
Designer of Experience for the
Institute for Cultural Communicators;
Filmmaker, Speaker and Emcee

David Nasser
Senior Vice President for Spiritual
Development, Liberty University

Brooke & Boggs
Worship Leaders

Dr. Ed Stetzer
Executive Director of the
Billy Graham Center for Evangelism,
Wheaton College

As a community, we will be joining together for:

A Night
of Worship

Dr. Crawford Loritts
Senior Pastor, Fellowship
Bible Church in Roswell,
Georgia; Author and
Radio Host
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The Board Scorecard

A better way to gauge
board performance and quality
By Dr. Maggie Bailey and Caryn Ryan
“For there is a proper time and
procedure for every matter….”
(Ecc. 8:6a)
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BOARDS HAVE A CULTURE that permeates the entire organization. If a
ministry fails, one need look no further
than the board to discover the first
clues to the failure. All boardrooms
have porous walls and the culture, performance, aptitudes and attitudes of
the board leak out and impact the culture of the entire ministry.

Capability
Boards must build and maintain the
trust of the ministry faithful, including
employees, donors and other supporters. They do that by being accountable,
capable and transparent. In short, a
board acts to build trust. A way to gauge
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the quality of your board is to use an assessment tool to identify and facilitate
conversation around those areas needing improvement. Once the assessment
is completed, implementing a ministry
board’s Balanced Scorecard (Board
Scorecard) promotes ongoing dialogue
on topics of board performance.
The Balanced Scorecard has been a
successful tool used by corporations for
the continuous learning and improvement for the board’s increased effectiveness. Researchers Marc J. Epstein and
Marie-Josée Roy conclude, “Our determination: the Balanced Scorecard is an
effective way to measure and improve
the performance of corporate boards”
(Epstein and Roy, Measuring and Improving the Performance of Corporate Boards
Using the Balanced Scorecard, Harvard
Business School Publishing, 2003, Article
Reprint No. B0303D).

ACHIEVING BALANCE
A scorecard is considered balanced
when it encompasses inputs and outputs (leading and lagging measures)
and measures of activity/process. It
also includes a balance of shorter-term
and longer-term measures. The measures taken as a whole should pull the
organization back into mission alignment, while no one measure dominates.
Measures should be prepared across a
mix of performance arenas: leadership,

financial health, learning, strategic
focus, stakeholders and internal relationships and be based on assessment
criteria that drive ministry performance. As few measures as possible
should be selected to address goals and
improvement areas.

HOW CAN THE BOARD LEAD
THE WAY TO BETTER MINISTRY
PERFORMANCE?
1. Know what the board is responsible for, and find a way to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of
your board relative to those areas
of accountability. Using an objective
assessment helps the board select
those items that will most impact
the board’s effectiveness.
2. Be sure the board is well balanced
with skills and experience to enhance the board’s capability to
perform.
3. Be transparent with yourself, your
beneficiaries and the ministry
staff. If done well, implementing a
Board Scorecard that includes key
success measures to drive ministry excellence will drive transparency, which will further increase
accountability and capability
building.
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BOARD ACCOUNTABILITY
Board accountability requires that the
board set, assess and reflect on clear objectives and metrics for board members.
The board can begin with setting objective expectations for board participation
that are easily identified and measured,
such as attendance at board meetings,
committee participation, donations
and other quantifiable contributions.
The Board Scorecard can also measure
whether individual board members reviewed their annual performance with
self-reflection. This can assist the board
chair in initiating a difficult conversation,
as necessary.
The Board Scorecard can include
more subjective measures of accountability related to the board’s engagement with the ministry. For example,
does the board conduct an annual
review of the ministry outcomes and
impact of programs on strategic priorities? Does the board follow the changes
and challenges in the environment in
which the ministry operates? Does the
board periodically review and reflect
on the ministry performance drivers,
mission, strategic priorities and goals?
Accountability of the board measured by
their understanding of the ministry programs and strategic priorities sends a
clear message to the stakeholders of the
board’s commitment to the ministry’s
mission and operations.

BOARD CAPABILITY
Board capability has become even
more critical in recent years as the regulatory and operational complexity of
ministries has increased. Making certain
that the right people with the right skills
are on the board is a necessity. Having
a passion for the ministry is necessary
but not enough. Measures on the Board
Scorecard will reflect where your board
is today and where it wants to go regarding capability. If improving particular
skills is an issue, set goals and measure
board skills including financial, legal, operational, fund development, networking
and specific knowledge of the ministry
environment and challenges.
Improvement efforts then might
include an annual review of skill and
knowledge gaps in board membership
that need to be filled. For example, if

the ministry depends on donor development, then an expert in this area should
be invited to serve on the board. The key
success factors of the ministry should be
reviewed and aligned with the expertise
of the board members so they can support, guide and evaluate the strategic
initiatives of the ministry.

BOARD TRANSPARENCY
Over the past decade, donors, the
government and other stakeholders have
expected increased transparency. Communicating ministry goals as well as
outcomes is an expected practice. Few
donors simply write a check any more.
They want to be engaged in praying for
the ministry and to see the measures
marking the progress and effectiveness
of each initiative.
Full transparency of the ministry
begins with the board communicating effectively about its own progress in areas
requiring continuous improvement for
service effectiveness. The Board Scorecard will often encapsulate measures of
board development. Board development
should be both ongoing and intentional.
A board development plan might include
updates on changes in the regulatory environment of the ministry, strategic planning retreats, board effectiveness and
self-evaluations, discussions on changes
in legal and audit standards, and proposals on ministry opportunities. Communicating the board’s annual reviews, evaluations and continuous improvement
plans sets an important standard for the
ministry transparency.

INTENTIONAL DESIGN
To be effective, a Board Scorecard
must be intentionally designed to make
progress on the goals and strategic
priorities that a majority of the board
believes will make it effective. As every
organization’s board will have different
goals and objectives, measures will vary
from ministry to ministry. Measures will
also vary over time as a board’s goals and
challenges change.
For example, a nonprofit board
recognized a mature ministry was not
sustainable financially. About 10 years
before, long term non-operating assets
were used up. As a result, that board
focused rather singularly on reviewing

and approving budgets that showed demonstrable improvement. It was clear
to all on the board that this was necessary. Once financial viability improved,
measures of board giving and attendance
at meetings and events were initiated,
as those had been a challenge in recent
years. Once expectations were clarified,
the board was able to turn its attention to
key performance areas of leadership development, internal relationships, strategic focus and stakeholder issues.
The intentional design process for the
Board Scorecard itself should enhance
trust across the team and help build the
culture of accountability, assessment and
continuous improvement. The conversations engendered by using a Board Scorecard demonstrate a ministry’s strong
desire for transparency and motivate
stakeholder trust.
Building an effective board is foundational to a successful ministry. Strengthening your ministry begins with a learning culture of continuous improvement
involving clear development goals, assessment measures and reflection. This
cycle of continuous improvement based
on accountability, capability and transparency establishes the foundation for
building trust, which in turn is the basis
of the board’s fiduciary responsibility.
The Board Scorecard is an effective tool
for framing the assessment review, for
initiating a structured discussion, and
for identifying and setting goals for improvement.
DR. MAGGIE BAILEY serves as the president

of Pacific Educational Resources, an affiliate of Azusa Pacific University / University
College. She previously served as provost at
St. Katherine College; vice provost at Point
Loma Nazarene University; financial analyst at
Southern California Edison, and commander in
the U.S. Navy. CARYN RYAN is the founder
and managing member of Missionwell LLC, an
organization solely focused on partnering with
churches, ministries and nonprofits to build up
and maintain a strong foundation in finance,
accounting and H.R. through providing both
outsourced services and consulting services.
Register to attend Caryn Ryan’s
workshop “BOARD MATCHMAKING” at
CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017, April 4–6,
in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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Raising
Major
By Derric Bakker

Gifts

BIG GIFTS are game-changers. Most nonprofit leaders

agree that big gifts can open doors to opportunities they would
not have had any other way. Yet far too few achieve much real
success in major giving. All too often, they struggle to meet
goals, rotating through staff and repeating the same patterns
year after year, like a hamster spinning on a wheel.
My work as a consultant has afforded me a “peek behind
the curtain” at dozens of organizations, ranging from small
grassroots organizations to some of the largest and most wellknown. Here are five things that stand out as reasons why too
many nonprofits fall short in raising major gifts:
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Five
common
reasons
nonprofits
fall short

1. Not realizing that talent matters most. Fundraising is
a relational business, and nothing is more important than
the talent you have on your team. For some, the problem is
that they don’t have anyone on the team focusing on major
gifts. For others, they have people in the job who aren’t
doing what they’re paid to do. Over the years I’ve seen
far too many fundraisers who keep busy doing everything
except the one thing they ought: making calls and closing
deals with donors.
	 One of the most enduringly popular articles I’ve ever
written — “Top Ten Characteristics of Top Producing
Major Gift Fundraisers” (http://tinyurl.com/hdnaa7r) —
makes the case that the combination of characteristics
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needed to succeed in major gift fundraising is rare.
Painful as it may be, sooner or later we have to face the
hard truth that too many fundraisers are simply not
gifted to do the work they’ve been hired to do. Countless jump from job to job every couple years, adding
another set of overstated accomplishments onto their
(overly lengthy) resumes and one more bundle of
unmet expectations in their wake. Sadly, there always
seems to be another unwitting organization waiting to
welcome them with open arms.
	 I’ve also met many in these jobs who have talent
but lack training or direction. I happened into my first
fundraising job in my early 20s. My employer did nothing to train me. I sought help and was fortunate to find
someone who was willing to mentor me. I credit him
for helping me gain traction; without his help I’d have
been spinning my wheels, like too many others.
	
If you want to do better at raising more major gifts
for your nonprofit, be more deliberate in how you find
and hire talent. Hold fundraisers accountable to do the
job they are hired to do. And hold yourself accountable
to invest in training, developing them to be successful.
2. Forgetting that asking matters too. In the immortal
words of the late Millard Fuller, founder of Habitat for
Humanity: “I have tried raising money by asking for it,
and by not asking for it. I always raised more by asking
for it.” I have seen many organizations jumpstart their
major gift fundraising performance by applying three
simple rules: ask more effectively, ask more often and
ask for bigger gifts.
	 Many people have a false impression that asking for money offends donors. It doesn’t. Giving is a
spiritual gift (see Romans 12:8). Big donors give big
gifts because they have a generous heart. Giving is
how they live out their faith, so they are grateful for
opportunities to invest in making people’s lives better. Many routinely give big gifts, but will only give to
your organization if you ask, and ask well. By failing to
ask effectively, you are doing a disservice not only to
your ministry but also to those who are called to give
and might otherwise be blessed by their involvement
in your work.

organizations do a good job developing giving opportunities at lower amounts, but too few have compelling
offers for higher-level gifts. To land big gifts, build a
case around your “what if” ideas, then parse them into
“fundable chunks” to give donors an easy way to make
the right-sized investment for them.
4. Making unwise use of the “space between” solicitations. In annual surveys, nonprofits consistently report that increasing demand for services is stretching
them thin. The number of nonprofits in the United
States increased 25 percent in the past ten years to
meet these growing needs. Yet charitable giving as a
percent of GDP — arguably the best way to measure
real growth in giving — has been stuck at 2 percent
for more than four decades. One funder sums it up
this way: “Requests keep increasing, but dollars available have remained flat.” Asking is important, but in
this hypercompetitive environment, how you engage
donors in the “space between” solicitations is also
critical.
	 At many (if not most) organizations we’ve worked
with, when someone makes a first major gift, two
things happen almost automatically: First, the donor
is suppressed from mailings and communications,
and second, the donor is assigned to a major gift officer’s portfolio. While this shift to “personal handling”
may seem to make sense, in studying the data we have
found this actually has the opposite intended effect. By
cutting your top partners off from regular communications you are likely inadvertently crushing their future
giving. When did we start assuming that major donors
don’t want to be “bothered,” and that it was smart to
limit our contact with them? Truth is, major donors
crave (meaningful) information.
	
As your largest investors, major donors are more
interested than anyone else in
learning
how

3. Failing to think big. Major donors give big dollars to
big ideas. Even gifted fundraisers will struggle without
good opportunities to offer. A good fundraising offer
must first seize attention, then move hearts and set
minds toward action by settling seven inherent questions every donor needs answered: what, why, why
now, who, how, how much and how do I fit in? Most
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their gifts are making a difference in people’s lives.
If you want to do a better job keeping major donors
and lifting them to higher levels of giving, you need
to communicate more, not less. This should be decidedly different from what you are sending everyone else. You don’t need to spend a lot of money on
it, since major donors tend to prefer personally created over mass-produced. Connect them as often as
possible to the impact their giving is having on the
lives of people. And remember that today’s donors
are adept at filtering information from multiple
sources; don’t rely too much on mail. Use every
channel at your disposal, especially electronic formats that they can share on social media with others in their circles of influence.
5. Failing to build multi-dimensional relationships.
The other thing you must be doing with donors in the
“space between” is engage them with others in your
organization. Relationships between your organization and its major donors actually have four different
dimensions, each increasingly important as you advance to higher tiers of giving.

d. Relationships with other donors. People naturally
yearn to “belong.” Being part of something meaningful
gives greater purpose to life. This is transformational
stewardship at its best. Foster a sense among your donors that they are part of a common-cause community
achieving a purpose greater than themselves, and you
will change their lives for the better and see unparalleled generosity as a result.
If you really want to see your giving reach heights like
never before, get creative in connecting with your donors
on all four of these dimensions.
Throughout my 25-year fundraising career, I have seen
firsthand how big gifts make a big difference. It’s time to get
off the hamster wheel! By avoiding these five common pitfalls, you will start seeing much-improved outcomes leading to real success in major giving.
DERRIC BAKKER serves as president of Dickerson, Bakker &
Associates, a consulting group with a 31-year track record of raising
hundreds of millions for over a thousand nonprofits. Learn more
about Derric and his team at (Dickerson-Bakker.com).

Register to attend Derric Bakker’s ITI seminar “GAIN

THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF
MAJOR DONOR RELATIONSHIPS

MOMENTUM IN MAJOR GIVING” at CLA’s Outcomes

Conference 2017, April 4–6, in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).

a. 
Relationships with fundraising staff. Fundraisers
are typically the point people in most major donor
relationships, but must be the beginning, not the end.
They must be opening doors to other dimensions,
where the real opportunities for elevated giving occur.
b. Relationships with the president/CEO and other
key leaders. Major donors need to have confidence
in your leadership and will naturally seek out a relationship with the CEO and other key leaders.
c. 
Relationships with “front-line” leaders.
Donors making smaller contributions give
to support the good work that your organization is doing. At higher levels, donors
are not giving to simply support the work
you do; they are seeking to play a meaningful role in making it happen. They want to
get to know the people who are doing the
frontline work on their behalf. Donors will
also want to hear directly from people whose
lives have been changed through their investment in the work. As a rule, the best way to
communicate impact to donors is to let them
see it with their own eyes.
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It’s time to get off the hamster wheel.
“ Too many nonprofit leaders tell me they can’t move forward because their
fundraising is stuck in neutral, repeating the same pattern each year, like
a hamster in a wheel.” – DERRIC BAKKER | PRESIDENT, DICKERSON, BAKKER & ASSOCIATES

A recent study found that $1 invested in major
giving returns, on average, $24 in value. That’s
three to seven times the return of other
fundraising methods.

The smart money is in major gift fundraising.
Yet far too few achieve success in major giving –
chasing ineffective strategies and rotating
through personnel.

Tired of going in circles?
Call us today.

We help nonprofits maximize major gift fundraising outcomes.

Visit Dickerson-Bakker.com or call 800.382.0094 to start moving forward today.

Screening
Your Staff
A biblical perspective on due
diligence and accountability
By Nancy Lynn Roberts

BACKGROUND SCREENING and the Bible may seem like
an odd mixture, but I invite you to take a closer look. Your organization is made up of people — flawed human beings who
have chosen to follow Christ and who, like Paul, constantly
battle with their flesh (Rom. 7:15–20). These same people are
those whom you rely upon for recruiting, screening and selecting staff, leaders, volunteers, members and donors. Simply put,
God’s people are not perfect. How then, do we choose the right
people to do the right things in our organizations?

THE BIBLICAL BASIS FOR DUE DILIGENCE

CHRISGORGIO/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

Placing the wrong person in the wrong position happens all
too often. The cost of replacing a team member is enough to
justify taking steps to get the right people into the right positions from the start. In a December 2005 report prepared for
AARP by Towers Perrin, entitled “The Business Case for Workers Age 50+: Planning for Tomorrow’s Talent Needs in Today’s
Competitive Environment” (http://tinyurl.com/hhgcozj), the
recruitment and retention of older workers was examined from
a business case perspective. This report found that replacing
an experienced worker at any age can cost 50 percent or more
of the individual’s annual salary in turnover-related costs, with
even greater costs for jobs requiring specialized skills, advanced
training, or extensive experience. Additional costs are incurred
when you take into account the damages arising from a bad hire
and the increased risk of injury/claims/litigation/damages arising from a wrongly placed person in an organization.
36 outcomes
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Organizations that enact a comprehensive screening program dramatically reduce the risks and costs associated with
placing the wrong person in their organization. They do so by
using best practices to obtain quality information to improve
their people decisions.
How can we connect screening practices to our understanding of Scripture? Luke described to Theophilus how he himself
had “carefully investigated everything from the beginning” and
he had also “decided to write an orderly account for you … so that
you may know the certainty of the things you have been taught”
(Luke 1:3–4). Luke is describing the process of due diligence
in establishing truth. He shares that he documented what he
investigated so others could also know “the certainty” of what
they had been taught. Likewise, we must validate and document what our applicants are telling us.
Accountability is unquestionably a biblical principle. Jesus tells
us in John 8:28–29 that he is subject to the authority of his Father.
In Ephesians 5:24 the church as a whole is called to obedience to
the Lord Jesus Christ. The apostles operated under the authority
of Jesus Christ as articulated in Luke 10. In Hebrews 13:17, Paul tells
the church members to take direction from their pastor. We see in
1 Timothy 4:13–16 that Timothy was subordinate to Paul. Even Paul
gave an answer to the church in all of his travels and teachings as
he states in Acts 14:27. And, we are all called in Ephesians 5:21 to
“submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.”

BIBLICAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND BACKGROUND SCREENING
How does biblical accountability relate to background
screening for our people? The Bible clearly calls us to live a life
surrounded by fellow believers who we must give the right to
hold us accountable, and to whom we must also be accountable.
Screening people before you bring them into your organization,
and after they have been a part of your organization, reduces
your legal liability (and sometimes satisfies your legal obligations), but it also fits within our Christian calling.
This means we as the body of Christ should be willing to let
someone check out our past before they choose to engage in
a future with us. We should be quick to disclose where things
have gone wrong and give account for what we have done about
it. We must accept that mistakes happen. We cannot be victims
of our mistakes. We must instead be overcomers in those situations. In this way, we as the body of Christ will show the world
what it looks like to be accountable.

ACCOUNTABILITY AS A MUTUAL OBLIGATION
Accountability is a critical and mutual obligation of both
individuals seeking new opportunities and the organizations
evaluating them. As it relates to screening people, the body of
Christ must take their responsibility to be accountable to one
another and the world seriously.
Accountability is vital for people and organizations using
screening. Organizations are required by federal and state laws
to disclose what kind of information they use to screen their
people, to obtain proper authorization from the individual
and to specify the purpose for the report. (See the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (FCRA), 15 USC Sections 1821 et seq., and the
Federal Trade Commission’s “Using Consumer Reports: What

Employers Need to Know,” http://tinyurl.com/j2lptqr).
Organizations are also responsible to ensure that an individual being screened is alerted to their rights to dispute any
information reported and to be notified of any adverse information reported prior to an adverse action being considered. (See
FCRA, 15 USC 1681(b)). It is imperative to use systems and processes that protect private identifying information.
You must be sure your screening practices adhere to the
ever-changing laws designed to balance the right of individual
privacy with the need for organizations to have access to information. Due diligence does not stop at merely having a screening program in place that ensures you have quality information.
Accountability means ensuring that the rights of the individuals
you screen are protected under the FCRA and other consumer
reporting laws passed by various states while satisfying the
need to gather meaningful and appropriate factual information.
Christian leaders managing screening programs have multiple responsibilities: Pursuing both annual and position-specific
screening, providing compliant disclosures and authorization
forms, offering meaningful notice and opportunity to correct practices (“adverse action” and “consumer dispute”), and
wisely choosing third-party screening firms.
When implementing background screening programs, accountability to the people we serve requires us to be familiar
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
and Housing and Urban Development (HUD) agency interpretation and guidance as well as other international, federal
and state legal obligations. Some of the topics covered by these
various entities and laws include properly using criminal records, operating a clearly defined and documented screening
program, eliminating discriminatory practices, protecting the
rights of those who are evaluated, and implementing proper
disclosure and authorization procedures.
Background screening is an integral part of every organization
in today’s marketplace. Our biblical and legal obligations call us
to exercise due diligence in our decision making. It is important
to understand the biblical and legal foundations for establishing
a baseline for how we screen our people. Simply doing the minimum required does not satisfy our biblical calling.
We should always remember, as the Apostle Paul urged us,
to pursue excellence: “Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is
true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable — if anything is excellent or
praiseworthy – think about such things” (Phil. 4:8).
Christians should pursue best practices in screening programs and practices in order to answer that call to excellence.
There is incredible power in a screening program that is based
on a biblical view of due diligence and accountability.
NANCY LYNN ROBERTS, ESQ. (nancy.roberts@trak-1.com) is the
owner of Trak-1, a nationally accredited professional background screening firm. She obtained her B.A. from Pomona College and J.D. from the
University of Oklahoma. Roberts serves on the accreditation body for the
National Association for Professional Background Screeners overseeing
their audit/accreditation inquiries and is a past chair and previous board
member. She is author of Progress Not Perfection: A Meaningful Journey
with Lasting Joy (One Seed Press, 2012) .
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POWER SOURCE

By Lorraine Potter Kalal

Goal
Setting
It’s the first step in accountability.

i

I SP ENT MOST O F MY CAR EER SERVING in the secular

The departments responsible for each strategic initiative in turn develop the detailed tactics required to
achieve their goals. Then they create a set of subgoals
for each member of their teams.

4. BE SMART.

marketplace. The ultimate goal of the companies I worked for was
pretty much the same: enhancing shareholder wealth by providing
a return to investors. Would a given decision lead to increased sales
that eventually covered any increased costs? Payback was front and
center in all decisions.
Decision making in ministry is not always so clear. Sometimes
exciting ideas win the day. Sometimes the loudest voice prevails.
What if instead we bring corporate planning practices into ministry?
What if we keep our eye on the organization’s ultimate goal with
every decision we make and every step we take? That’s what we
attempted to do at Stonecroft in six easy steps!

We use SMART goals. A SMART goal is (using my
personal definitions in parentheses):
• Strategic (with the results of more and continuing
conversions in mind)
• Measureable (even if the measurement is “Yes, we
did it” or “No, we did not”)
• Achievable (someone somewhere can achieve these
goals given enough resources)
• Realistic (we can achieve these goals, given our
resources)
• Time-based (each goal has a deadline, most by the
end of a quarter)

1. KEEP THE END IN MIND.

5. DON’T BE A LONE RANGER.

I knew when I started at Stonecroft four years ago that we had
to decide what would drive our decisions. What’s our ultimate goal?
Stonecroft exists to reconcile women to the God of the universe
through his son Jesus Christ. We equip volunteers to share the gospel
so that as many women as possible enter into a relationship with
Jesus. We measure our “success” by counting conversions. That’s
the end goal that motivates us: more women reconciled to God.
Early on in my tenure, we coined a phrase that drove every decision: “What’s the R.O.S.: Return on Souls?” Is this decision ultimately
going to help us share the gospel with more women? If not, then
don’t do it.
The vast majority of Stonecroft’s 15,000 volunteers are older than
age 60. If we don’t engage younger volunteers in evangelism soon, we
will have no conversions to count in years to come. So we set up a key
goal to engage 7,500 younger women (age 20s to 40s) in evangelism
over a number of years, leading to more conversions and setting the
stage for this gospel ministry to continue well into the future.

The ministry’s leadership team creates the initiatives and goals together. Each leader then negotiates
and refines the goals with their staffs so they are realistic. This year, we plan to have staff teams create their
own goal in line with the strategic initiatives, taking a
bottom-up rather than a top-down approach, ensuring
buy-in throughout. We also ask outside consultants to
review our initiatives and goals. Fresh eyes help avert
planning myopia!

2. SET STRATEGIC SUBGOALS.
With the goals of more conversions and
new volunteers in mind, we developed
multi-year strategic initiatives with longterm goals. For example, young women
won’t engage in the same forms of
evangelism as their forebears, so
we developed an initiative to create
and launch new avenues of evangelism that work for these generations.
Another initiative called for enhancing
the effectiveness of our existing outreaches.

3. ENGAGE THE ENTIRE
ORGANIZATION.
Each year we set short-term
goals for eight strategic initiatives.
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6. ADJUST AS NECESSARY.
We learned a lot in the first years of goal-setting: in
particular, how easy it is to overcommit. As we improve
our planning acumen, we give ourselves the freedom to
adjust as necessary.
Since we’ve started the process, we’ve moved towards
our goal of more conversions by launching several new
avenues of outreach tailored to younger women, engaging
over 350 millennial and Gen-X volunteers, and enhancing our traditional outreach. All because we kept the
end in mind.
LORRAINE POTTER KALAL is president and

CEO of Stonecroft (stonecroft.org). She spent
her mostly secular career with a variety of
small high-tech businesses in product
management, marketing and consulting
capacities. She is a graduate of Duke
University (B.S.) and the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania (M.B.A.).
Register to attend Lorraine Potter Kalal’s
workshop “MINISTRY TURNAROUND” at
CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017, April 4–6, in
Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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Protect the ones
you love.
Trak-1 helps safeguard your
mission through powerful
background screening.

God works with us.
Should you?

800.600.8999

TRAK-1.COM

RAISING THE BAR

by Dan Busby

Avoiding Common
Board
Mistakes
Improving nonprofit board effectiveness

y

Y O U M AY H AV E B E E N O N A B O A R D where one or more of
these three mistakes were made. Avoiding these mistakes will improve
the effectiveness of your board.

MISTAKE 1: UNDERESTIMATING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
BOARD CHAIR.
Is the board chair just another board position — an equal among equals?
Hardly! The board chair must be first among equals in three sensitive
areas of board leadership that depend directly on personal character:
integrity, trust and humility.
Is the person chosen to be the board chair the only person who is
willing to serve? Does the fourth vice chair move up to become the
third vice chair? The third vice chair becomes the second vice chair.
Well, you get the idea.
The board’s approach to selecting its chair speaks volumes about the
importance the board places on this key position. And the quality of the
chair selection process may well determine the effectiveness of the board.
Whatever the process, without the call of God upon the board chair, we
cannot expect the board chair to give the task the highest priority of time,
energy and resources.

MISTAKE 2: ALLOWING THE “ER FACTOR” TO GO UNCHECKED.
When new board members are chosen, we always hope that the new
members will create value in their board work. One thing is crystal clear:
board members either create value or extract value; few board members
are in between.
Extracting value in the boardroom can come in various forms. One
of the most common ways value is extracted is when a board member
puts I over us. The alternative is for board members to place we over me
to create value.
If a board member extracts value, a downward spiral occurs
in the boardroom. The spiral is multiplied by the ER factor.
This stands for two components that are always prominent in value extraction: ego and rivalry.
As Randy Ross and David Salyers note in their book
Remarkable (Baker Books, 2016), ego often leads a
board member to elevate self over others by posturing
as smart-ER, strong-ER, bright-ER, which essentially
means bett-ER than others. This creates a competitive
atmosphere in the boardroom, where there is a clear
winn-ER and a clear los-ER.
Bottom line: During every board meeting and
in between board meetings, board members
are either making withdrawals or making
deposits to good governance. When value
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extractions exceed or nearly exceed value creation, a board
member is at risk of outliving his usefulness to the board.

MISTAKE 3: FAILURE TO APPLY DISCERNMENT
TO KEY BOARD DECISIONS.
Why do drivers turn in front of motorcyclists? In
their book The Invisible Gorilla (Crown Publishers,
2009), authors Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons
say that people don’t see motorcyclists because they
aren’t looking for them. So, how do motorcycle accidents
with autos translate to the boardroom? Very simply:
what boards regularly look for is what they see. What
boards do not regularly look for, they are much less
likely to see. It comes down to priorities — to focus.
Even if a board focuses on all of these important
issues, did they also focus on opportunities to discern
God’s will for the ministry?
Is discernment vital in every element of governance? No. There are many perfunctory actions taken
by a board, such as approval of board minutes, approval
of reports and more. Yet there are many agenda items
where discernment is vital. I will suggest a few: choosing the board chair, choosing new board members and
approving significant program changes.
Ruth Haley Barton in her book Pursuing God’s Will
Together: A Discernment Practice for Leadership Groups
(InterVarsity Press, 2012) suggests that “discernment is
the practice of recognizing the presence and activity of
God.” As applied in the boardroom, discernment is a way
of focusing, of seeing more clearly. It allows a board to
develop what Barton calls an “intuitive sense of God’s
heart and purpose at any given moment.”
Unless your board is focused on discernment in each
meeting, you may fail to notice unexpected events, even
ones that are important. Those unexpected events may
be cues and clues from the Holy Spirit — an invitation
to keep in step with what God is doing.
Placing proper importance on selection of the
board chair, choosing board members who will create
value in the boardroom and recognizing those key
decisions requiring discernment are key factors in
board effectiveness.
DAN BUSBY is the president of ECFA (ecfa.org), an
organization that accredits Christ-centered ministries in the
areas of governance, financial management and stewardship/fundraising. Nonprofit Times named Busby one of the
50 Most Powerful Nonprofit Leaders from 2010 to 2015.

(This article is adapted from the upcoming book LESSONS
FROM THE BOARDROOM by Dan Busby and John Pearson.)
Register to attend Dan Busby’s workshop “LESSONS
FROM THE BOARDROOM” at CLA’s Outcomes
Conference 2017, April 4–6, in Dallas (OutcomesConference.org).
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In Thriving in the Second Chair: Ten Practices for Robust
Ministry (When You’re Not in Charge), Mike Bonem shows
how second chair leaders can thrive – with ministries that
are fulfilling, vital and sustainable.
Thriving in the Second Chair . . .
“ . . . lays the groundwork for a personally fulfilling and
professionally sustainable life in ministry. Mike’s advice is an
encouragement to those of us leading a ministry beyond our
control.”—Dan Entwistle, The United Methodist Church of the
Resurrection, Leawood, KS
“…is practical and relevant….”—Tami Heim, Christian
Leadership Alliance
AbingdonPress.com

Do
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EMPOWERING PEOPLE

By Lisa Cooper

Spiritual
Growth
at
Work
Insights on changing a team’s culture

c

C H A N G I N G A N O R G A N I Z AT I O N ’ S C U LT U R E is a long-term
goal. It is a marathon, not a sprint. More than two years ago, I was
blessed to be promoted to lead a team. What I found was there was
a lack of accountability, no established common thread of faith and
unclear expectations for staff performance. I set out to change a culture
of fear and intimidation into a culture that embraced servant leadership.
To achieve those goals, I needed to identify major issues, work
on staff development and promote spiritual growth. Identifying the
major issues within our team was much more difficult than I first
envisioned.
I had my leadership team, five individuals and myself, write down
what we each thought was a major issue in our work environment. We
defined five different issues without a clearly common theme. We
then looked at a team member’s area and wrote down issues that we
saw in their specific area. Again, five different major issues. Next we
evaluated what we believed our mission statement would be for our
small piece of a greater mission. That helped us to put our finger on
our major issue: inconsistency. We were inconsistent with following policies. We were inconsistent with accountability, and we were
inconsistent with our faith.
How do you fix inconsistency? How can we all be of one accord? I
started by making sure all team members had a clear understanding of
policies that we were to uphold as the operations team. We discussed
the benefit of consistency, and it was unanimous that would be our focus
for the full year.

DEVELOPING YOUR TEAM
Trust is the foundation of a positive work environment. Once trust has been established, a team begins
to emerge. For that team to grow, staff development
is vital. It is also very different for each individual.
In fact, I conduct one-on-one meetings with each
of my direct reports every week. My mentor
once said to me: “That is a lot of time; how
can you do that each and every week?” I
responded that it must be a priority, and
that I do it because I believe that communication is the key to accountability
and teamwork. This weekly checkin maintains positive communication with the team lead and
encourages this behavior to
trickle down. I continually
work on development plans
for the team leads as they
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look forward in their walk with the Lord and serving
him. This allows me to recognize and appreciate each
lead person weekly, and encourage staff to be their very
best each and every day.
We know that to those whom we serve, we are sometimes the only Jesus they will ever see. We discuss what
that looks like and how we should and should not act in
front of our participants and fellow staff members. This
has, in my opinion, made a significant difference in our
team’s attitude. They recognize that they are not just
accountable to me; they are accountable in a much larger
sense to the Lord. This new twist encourages momentum
within a team.

PROMOTING SPIRITUAL GROWTH
In Christian, nonprofits we automatically assume that
the development of godly character happens somewhere
else — mostly church, right? Wrong. It can grow and
bloom right here at work. Prioritizing the importance
of spiritual growth among your team members will help
team momentum. We added Bible studies to our weekly
staff meetings that stirred conversations about faith,
beliefs and values. We also incorporated adult coloring
books into our staff meetings to allow team members to
de-stress while fellowshipping and creating relationships
with one another.
As our team continues to grow spiritually and emotionally, we don’t just want to be great; we want to be
awesome! We have increased communication and
accountability with other teams, which has allowed us
to be much more consistent. We have a long way to go,
but we have come so far. I will be sharing more about
our experience in a workshop at CLA’s 2017 Outcomes
Conference, and hope you can join me there.
“Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your
care, watching over them — not because you must,
but because you are willing, as God wants you to be;
not pursuing dishonest gain, but eager to serve;
not lording it over those entrusted to you, but
being examples to the flock” (1 Pet. 5:2–3).
LISA COOPER is director of operations at

The Crossing for Denver Rescue Mission
(denverrescuemission.org). She holds a
bachelor’s degree in Business Management, is pursuing a master’s degree and
has taught at the collegiate level.
Register to attend Lisa Cooper’s
workshop “SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR YOUR TEAM” at
CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017,
April 4–6, in Dallas
(OutcomesConference.org).
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CLA Salutes and
Thanks its Sponsors
and Exhibitors!

Sponsors

Partnering:

Presidential:

(Based on annual partnering level with CLA)
Want to increase your organization’s
brand awareness to the highly
influential leaders at our conference?
Sponsorships are still available for you!
To sponsor, contact Director of Business
Development and Marketing, Heather
McCulloch: Email: Heather.McCulloch@
ChristianLeadershipAlliance.org
Phone: (949) 487-0900, ext. 219

Exhibitors
Visit our exhibiting partners at the
Outcomes Conference in their new
lobby level location! These organizations are dedicated to helping your
organization achieve kingdom excellence.
They understand the times in which
we lead, and offer tools, products and
services to equip you for success.
Limited exhibit hall spots remain —
reserve your booth today! Contact
Director of Event Experiences,
Dedra Herod: Email: Dedra.Herod@
ChristianLeadershipAlliance.org
Phone: (949) 487-0900, ext. 214
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InChrist Communications
Insurance One
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Johnson University
Kerusso
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Museum of the Bible
National Christian Foundation
Outreach Media Group
RaiseDonors
Raptim Humanitarian Travel
Religious Conference
Management Association (RCMA)
Ridgecrest
Samaritan Ministries
The Timothy Group
Virtuous
Visit Greenville
WMTEK
Word4Asia

And more to come!

www.OutcomesConference.org

INTERIOR REMODEL

By Wayne Pederson

Release
the
Reins
Tips for successful leadership

e

transitions

EACH DAY, APPROXIMATELY 10,000 BABY BOOMERS turn

65. Many are in leadership roles, including ministry leadership, and they
must transfer that leadership to the next generation. I’ve seen healthy
transitions and some badly managed handoffs. So, how can a leader know
when it’s time to release the reins?
• Do you find yourself annoyed by things that shouldn’t annoy you,
such as certain duties, decisions or even particular people? It might
be time to step aside.
• Has your passion for the job waned? It might be time to move on.
Life is too short and God’s kingdom too important to be managed
by a passionless leader.
• Have you stopped producing good strategies or creative ideas? It’s
time to give someone else a chance to drive the bus.

But how can a leader create the proper timing and strategy for a successful leadership transition? Here are eight recommendations based on
my experience and observation:
1. Start early. I know of a ministry leader who came from corporate
management, where he was advised to start looking for his replacement his first day on the job.
2. Look for an internal candidate possessing leadership ability.
Begin mentoring that person.
3. Develop an external network of contacts. This offers options if
there’s no strong internal candidate.
4. Create a climate of transparency with your board. After turning
65, a well-known pastor asked his board to review his competency
annually. Allow your colleagues freedom to advise when “it’s time.”
5. Prepare the board for transition. Give your
board time to plan a smooth transition. Eighteen to 24 months is not too much lead time
for your board to get accustomed to your leaving and to begin the search for your successor.

7. Don’t really retire. Continue to serve in new ways,
using your lifetime of experience and connections
to influence others.
8. Be a cheerleader for your successor. Be available
to advise, but only when asked.
A great biblical model for leadership transition is the
passing of the reins of leadership from Moses to Joshua.
“Now Joshua son of Nun was filled with the spirit of wisdom
because Moses had laid his hands on him. So the Israelites
listened to him and did what the Lord had commanded
Moses” (Deut. 34:9). Then God gave Joshua this promise:
“As I was with Moses, so I will be with you; I will never
leave you nor forsake you” (Joshua 1:5b).
I like what NFL quarterback Peyton Manning said as
he retired from the Denver Broncos. “I thought about it a
lot, I prayed about it a lot, but it was just the right time. I’m
totally convinced that the end of my football career is just
the beginning of something I haven’t even discovered yet.
Life is not shrinking for me; it’s morphing into a whole new
world of possibilities. I have fought a good fight. I finished
my football race, and after 18 years, it’s time.”
When you retire, convert your leadership experience
to a new role as influencer. As I shared with a well-known
leader struggling with the prospect of retirement: “Your
legacy will not be leading a large organization. Your legacy
will be helping marriages and families.”

LIFE HAS SEASONS:
• A season to learn and grow
• A season to become established and take greater
responsibility
• A season for accomplishments and recognition
• A season for change of pace, influencing others, and
impacting God’s kingdom
Your “fourth quarter” can be your most satisfying
and productive season. As I step aside from organizational leadership, I move to a role of broader influence,
speaking, mentoring, consulting and board governance.
As much as I sensed God’s call to this position years
ago, I now sense that he has released me from obligations and schedules. With palms up, we release things
we hold and open to receive God’s next!
WAYNE PEDERSON is president emeritus and global am-

6. Prepare yourself for the transition. Have
a life outside the job. Some leaders are so
focused on work that they have no
interests or relationships outside
the organization. Their identity
is so tied to their position that
they lose their identity when
they “retire.”
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bassador for Reach Beyond, following eight years as the
organization’s president (reachbeyond.org). He serves on
the boards of ECFA and National Religious Broadcasters.
WAYNE PEDERSON will co-lead the annual CEO
Forum as CLA’s Outcomes Conference 2017, April
4–6, in Dallas. CEOs can register to attend at
(OutcomesConference.org).
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Want to experience
a community of learning
with your peers?
Desire cutting-edge
thought leadership?
We have the solution!

Winter 2017 Modules
 CCNL: CCNL Leadership
 Executive Leadership: Applying the 5 Languages
of Appreciation in Your Workplace
 Resource Development: Biblical Foundations
of Development
 Financial Management:
Protect Your Ministry’s Finances
 People Management & Care: Employee
Development: The Key to Organizational Success

Christian Leadership Alliance (CLA) invites you
to register for a Winter 2017 Outcomes Academy
(Online) module. These biblically-based online
modules offer practical, time-proven insights to
fast-forward your leadership and deepen your
organization’s kingdom impact.
You’ll connect with Christian leaders from across
the nation and around the world, and gain insights
from experienced practitioners and topical experts.
These in-depth, 10-hour, modules are hosted on
a state of the art platform designed by Azusa Pacific
University College.

Winter Registration Deadline: January 16
Winter Modules Start: January 23

 Marketing & Communications:
Build Your Brand Value
 Board Governance: Assess and Strengthen
Your Board

Special Offer:

And, CLA Member Organizations (Platinum/Gold/Silver) have the unique opportunity
for “Exclusive Module Selection” from CLA’s full “Library of Online Modules.”

Learn more and register at:
www.ChristianLeadershipAlliance.org/Academy

Powered by:

SOURCES&RESOURCES

Books
to
Consider
…
Great insights on accountability, leadership, redemption, flourishing and culture.
ENGAGE WITH HONOR: Building a
Culture of Courageous Accountability
(FreedomStar Media, 2016)
By Lee Ellis

In his new book, Engage with Honor: Building a Culture of Courageous Accountability, Lee Ellis shares his serious concerns
about the lack of accountability in our culture. He shows how you can confidently
lead with honor and its guard companion,
accountability, to get better results as a
leader. Ellis is a former Vietnam prisoner
of war and retired colonel with the U.S. Air
Force. He is an award-winning author and
a presenter/leadership consultant.

STRONG AND WEAK: Embracing a
Life of Love, Risk & True Flourishing
By Andy Crouch
(InterVarsity Press, 2016)

Two common temptations lure us away
from abundant living: withdrawing into
safety and grasping for power. Christianity Today Executive Editor Andy Crouch,
interviewed in this edition of Outcomes
on key concepts from this groundbreaking leadership book, says true flourishing
travels down an unexpected path: being
both strong and weak. This is a great book
for leaders who want to flourish and to
help others do the same.

DESIGNED TO LEAD: The Church
and Leadership Development
By Eric Geiger and Kevin Peck
(B&H Publishing Group, 2016)

Co-author Eric Geiger says of this new
book: “We believe the Church is uniquely
designed by God to develop and deploy
leaders into all spheres of life for God’s
glory and the spread of the gospel...
Churches who consistently develop and
deploy leaders have a strong conviction
to develop leaders, a healthy culture for
leadership development, and helpful constructs to systematically and intentionally
build leaders.”
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THRIVING IN THE SECOND CHAIR:
Ten Practices for Robust Ministry
(When You’re Not in Charge)

JUMPING THROUGH FIRES:
The Gripping Story of
One Man’s Escape from
Revolution to Redemption

By Mike Bonem
(Abingdon Press, 2016)

(Baker Books, 2009)

Mike Bonem, author of Leading from the
Second Chair, takes that important work
to the next level with Thriving in the Second Chair. Here, Bonem points readers
beyond their external circumstances to
the ways they can act and think differently. He highlights ten key factors that
will help second chair leaders have lives
and ministries that are fulfilling, vital and
sustainable.

AMERICA AT THE CROSSROADS:
Explosive Trends Shaping America’s
Future and What You Can Do About It
By George Barna
(BakerBooks, 2016)

We live in a tumultuous time. Upheavals
and reversals in culture, popular opinion,
morality, race relations, socioeconomic
status and so much more have entire
generations feeling off balance or out of
touch. In this book, best-selling author
and cultural analyst George Barna turns
his researcher’s eye to the most significant trends, compiling and distilling salient
information for those who want to shape
culture rather than allow it to shape them.

CHURCH IT: Strategies and Solutions
By Nick B. Nicholaou
(Christianity Today International, 2016)

Churches use many types of computer
technology each day, with new technologies being made available all the time.
Your church’s approach to technology is
maximized when you develop the right IT
team to lead in setting the best IT policies.
Learn how to find the best solutions when
choosing software and hardware. While
written to church leaders, this new book
will resonate with leaders of other Christian
nonprofits as well.

W i n t e r 2 0 1 6 						

Jumping Through Fires is the story of
David Nasser, featured in the “Talking
Leadership” interview in this edition of
Outcomes. This honest, suspenseful
and moving memoir tells of a life filled
with heartbreak and healing. In it, Nasser shares of his experience escaping a
country gripped in a religious revolution
and offers a transparent account of his
transition from hating religion to having a
living faith in Christ.

TRUST: The Firm Foundation
for Kingdom Fruitfulness
By Dan Busby
(ECFAPress, 2015)

This book explores the power of trust.
ECFA’s Dan Busby, an author in this Outcomes “Accountability” edition, authored
Trust: The Firm Foundation for Kingdom
Fruitfulness. The trust that a ministry is
reliable, good and honest — based on
the truth of God’s Word — is undeniable.
Christ-centered ministries impact millions
every day in a positive way, and in this
book Busby shares how as these ministries experience high trust, their impact
grows exponentially.

WHO ARE THE JONESES ANYWAY?
By Bob and Susan Karcher
(Morgan James Faith, 2016)

Most of us have heard the expression
“keeping up with the Joneses,” refering
to a legendary family that has the world
trying to keep up with them. In this book,
you’ll be led into a new way of thinking
about who you are, why you’re here and
the legacy you create. What if you could
live more simply, yet more fully? It’s time
to discover the intentional, authentic life
for which you’re destined.
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CLA Gold/Platinum
Member Directory
A directory of CLA Gold and Platinum level members
ACCOUNTING SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBER
CAPIN CROUSE LLP
A National, Full-Service CPA and
Consulting Firm
info@capincrouse.com
www.capincrouse.com
Atlanta, Georgia
Gregg Capin, Partner
Greg Griffin, Partner
Stan Reiff, Partner
Phone: (678) 518-5301
Boston, Massachusetts
Fran Brown, Partner
Phone: (617) 535-7534
Brea, California
Vonna Laue, Managing Partner
Phone: (714) 961-9300
Charlotte, North Carolina
Dan Campbell, Partner
Phone: (803) 458-2169
Chicago, Illinois
Sheree Brugmann, Partner
Doug McVey, Partner
Jeff Sharda, Partner
Phone: (630) 682-9797
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Nathan Salsberry, Partner
Tim Sims, Partner
Phone: (719) 528-6225
Columbia, South Carolina
Dan Campbell, Partner
Phone: (803) 458-2169
Dallas, Texas
Gregg Capin, Partner
Allison Webb, Partner
Phone: (817) 328-6510
Denver, Colorado
Nathan Salsberry, Partner
Tim Sims, Partner
Phone: (303) 708-8518
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Tyler VanderVen, Partner
Phone: (616) 717-5764
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mark Yoder, Partner
Ted Batson, Tax Counsel
Dave Moja, Tax Partner
Phone: (317) 885-2620
Los Angeles, California
Rob Faulk, Partner
Phone: (818) 996-1419
New York, New York
James Oberle, Partner
Phone: (212) 653-0681
San Diego, California
Michelle Sanchez, Partner
Phone: (619) 955-5333
San Francisco, California
Rob Faulk, Partner
Phone: (925) 201-1187
ASSOCIATION

PLATINUM MEMBER
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
Sharing God’s Word with the World
Roy Peterson, President & CEO
Philadelphia, PA
Phone: (215) 309-0274
President@AmericanBible.org
www.American.Bible

ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
Tom J. Cathey, Director - Legal /
Legislative Issues
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 528-6906
Tom_Cathey@acsi.org
www.acsi.org
UPWARD UNLIMITED
Terry Smith, Senior Vice President
Spartanburg, SC
Phone: (864) 949-5700
tsmith@upward.org
www.upward.org
BROADCAST / MEDIA

PLATINUM MEMBER
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org
BACK TO GOD MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Jack Strong, Director of Advancement
Palos Heights, IL
Phone: (708) 371-8700
jstrong@backtogod.net
www.backtogod.net
CHRISTIANITY TODAY
A Global Media Ministry
Harold Smith, President and CEO
Carol Stream, IL
Phone: (630) 260-6200
haroldsmith@christianitytoday.com
www.christianitytoday.org
CAMP / 		
CONFERENCE CENTER

PLATINUM MEMBER
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org
HUME LAKE CHRISTIAN CAMPS INC.
Stan White, Vice President
Hume Lake, CA
Phone: (559) 305-7770
swhite@humelake.org
www.humelake.org
LIFEWAY RIDGECREST CONFERENCE CENTER
Premier Christian conference center
Melissa Inman, Director of Sales &
Marketing
Ridgecrest, NC
Phone: (828) 669-3596
melissa.inman@lifeway.com
www.ridgecrestconferencecenter.org.
PINE COVE CHRISTIAN CAMPS
Reed Livesay, President & CEO
Tyler, TX
Phone: (903) 561-0231
rlivesay@pinecove.com
www.pinecove.com

Listings for members are current as of October 15, 2016

CHILD & SENIOR CARE
SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBER
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL (K-12)

PLATINUM MEMBER
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org
CHURCH

CALVARY CHAPEL OF FORT LAUDERDALE
Ron Collins, Director of Stewardship
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Phone: (954) 977-9673
ronc@calvaryftl.org
www.calvaryftl.org
INTERNATIONAL CHURCH 			
OF FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
Ron Thigpenn, CFO
Los Angeles, CA
Phone: (213) 989-4431
rthigpenn@foursquare.org
www.foursquare.org
VENTURE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Matt LaFleur
Los Gatos, CA
Phone: (408) 997-4600
mlafleur@venturechristian.org
www.venturechristian.org
CHURCH FINANCING

EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION
Fueling Christ-Centered Ministry Worldwid
Abel Pomar, President & CEO
Brea, CA
Phone: (714) 671-5700
abel.pomar@eccu.org
www.eccu.org
AMERICA’S CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION
Your Mission is our Business
Mendell Thompson, President & CEO
Glendora, CA
Phone: (800) 343-6328
mthompson@americasccu.com
www.americaschristiancu.com
COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY /
SEMINARY

PLATINUM MEMBER
AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
John Reynolds, Executive Vice President
Azusa, CA
Phone: (626) 815-3887
jreynolds@apu.edu
www.apu.edu

Directory
Categories

Accounting Services
Appraisals/Inventory Management
Architects/Construction
Association				
Broadcast/Media		
Bus/Van Services
Caging/Lockbox Services & Fulfillment
Camp/Conference Center			
Child & Senior Care Services
Christian School (K – 12)
Church
Church and School
Church Financing
Church Furnishings
Church Management
Church/Ministry Management
College/University/Seminary
Communications
Computer/Software
Computer/Technology Services
Conference Centers/Meeting Facilities
Conference/Event Planning
Consulting Services
Continuing Education
Conventions/Conference
Counseling/Guidance
Creative Design/Photography
Credit Card/Payment Systems
Denomination
Development/Fundraising/Major Gifts
Electronic Funds Transfer
Financial Services
Foreign Mission/Relief Organization
Foundation
Fund Raising Products
Group Benefits
Health Services
Human Resources/Coaching/Executive Search
Insurance
Internet Publishing Company
Internet Services
Investment Services
Leadership Development
Legal Services
Mailing Lists/List Management
Management
Marketing/Advertising/Brand Development
Media
Missions Agency
Other
Outreach
Pre-Employment Services
Pregnancy Resource Center
Print/Mailing/Design
Product Sales/Services
Public Relations
Publishing
Real Estate
Rehabilitation/Housing
Relief & Development
Rescue Mission
Residential Facility
Retirement Planning
Social Service & Family Agency
Social Support Service
Teleconferencing/Webcasting
Travel Services/Tours
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DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Michael Johnson, VP, Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com

MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE
Paul Nyquist, President
Chicago, IL
Phone: (312) 329-4000
paul.nyquist@moody.edu
www.moody.edu
YORK COLLEGE
Steve Eckman, President
York, NE
Phone: (800) 950-9675
seckman@york.edu
www.york.edu

DUNHAM + COMPANY
Empowering ministry effectiveness
through strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayres, Director of Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com

COMMUNICATIONS

PLATINUM MEMBERS
DOUGLAS SHAW
& ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Michael Johnson, VP,
Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com

TEN TALENTS PARTNERS
Private Equity & Consulting
Growing Organizations Where Biblical
Values Thrive
Robert Lipps, Managing Partner
Healdsburg, CA
Phone: (415) 518-2515
Bob.Lipps@tentalentspartners.com
www.tentalentspartners.com

DUNHAM+COMPANY
Empowering ministry
effectiveness through
strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayres, Director of
Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com

THE A GROUP
Marketing & Technology
that Powers Ministry
Maurio B. Amorim, CEO
Brentwood, TN
Phone: (866) 258-4800
maurilio@agroup.com
www.agroup.com

COMPUTER /
TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES

JOHN PEARSON ASSOCIATES, INC.
Vision Implementation with Detailed
Execution
John Pearson, President
San Clemente, CA
Phone: (949) 500-0334
john@johnpearsonassociates.com
www.JohnPearsonAssociates.com

PLATINUM MEMBER
THE A GROUP
Marketing & Technology
that Powers Ministry
Maurilio B. Amorim, CEO
Brentwood, TN
Phone: (866) 258-4800
maurilio@agroup.com
www.agroup.com
CONFERENCE
CENTERS / MEETING
FACILITIES

LIFEWAY RIDGECREST
CONFERENCE CENTER
Premier Christian
Conference Center
Melissa Inman, Director
of Sales & Marketing
Ridgecrest, NC
Phone: (828) 669-3596
melissa.inman@lifeway.com
www.ridgecrestconferencecenter.org
CONSULTING SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBERS
BEST CHRISTIAN
WORKPLACES INSTITUTE
Creating Flourishing Work Places
Alfred Lopus, President
Mercer Island, WA
Phone: (206) 230-8111
alopus@bcwinstitute.org
www.bcwinstitute.org
CAPIN CROUSE LLP
A National, Full-Service
CPA and Consulting Firm
James S. Oberle, CGMA
Greenwood, IN
Phone: (317) 885-2620
joberle@capincrouse.com
www.capincrouse.com
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MISSION INCREASE FOUNDATION
We Help Ministries Grow
Dan Davis, President
Portland, OR
Phone: (503) 639-7364
ddavis@missionincrease.org
www.missionincrease.org
CONTINUING EDUCATION

PLATINUM MEMBER
AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
John Reynolds, Executive Vice President
Azusa, CA
Phone: (626) 815-3887
jreynolds@apu.edu
www.apu.edu
MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE
Paul Nyquist, President
Chicago, IL
Phone: (312) 329-4000
paul.nyquist@moody.edu
www.moody.edu
COUNSELING / GUIDANCE

BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES
Called to Care. Committed to Children
William Blacquiere, CEO/President
Grand Rapids, MI
Phone: (616) 224-7489
bblacquiere@bethany.org
www.bethany.org

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S HOME OF OHIO, INC.
Help, Hope, Healing, Here
Kevin Hewitt, Executive Director
Wooster, OH
Phone: (330) 345-7949
hewittk@ccho.org
www.ccho.org
CREDIT CARD / 		
PAYMENT SYSTEMS

GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial Services guided by Christian
Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business & Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
John.Raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org

PLATINUM MEMBER
MINISTRYLINQ
Maximizing Stewardship with
Electronic Processing
Renn Salo, General Manager
Spokane, WA
Phone: (509) 789-2274
info@cashlinq.com
www.ministrylinq.com

MINISTRYLINQ
Maximizing Stewardship with
Electronic Processing
Renn Salo, General Manager
Spokane, WA
Phone: (509) 789-2274
info@cashlinq.com
www.ministrylinq.com

DENOMINATION

AMERICA’S CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION
Your Mission is our Business
Mendell Thompson, President & CEO
Glendora, CA
Phone: (800) 343-6328
mthompson@americasccu.com
www.americaschristiancu.com

CHURCH OF GOD OF PROPHECY
Paul Holt, Executive Director
Cleveland, TN
Phone: (423) 559-5100
pholt@cogop.org
www.cogop.org
NORTH AMERICAN BAPTIST CONFERENCE
Dan Hamil, Interim Executive Director
Roseville, CA
Phone: (916) 797-6222
execdir@nabconf.org
www.nabconference.org
DEVELOPMENT /
FUNDRAISING / MAJOR GIFTS

PLATINUM MEMBERS
DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused Comm.
Michael Johnson, VP, Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com

EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION
Fueling Christ-Centered Ministry Worldwid
Abel Pomar, President & CEO
Brea, CA
Phone: (714) 671-5700
abel.pomar@eccu.org
www.eccu.org
EVANGELICAL COUNCIL FOR
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
Dan Busby, President
Winchester, VA
Phone: (540) 535-0103
dan@ecfa.org
www.ecfa.org
FOREIGN MISSION /
RELIEF ORGANIZATION

DUNHAM + COMPANY
Empowering ministry effectiveness
through strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayres, Director of Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com

PLATINUM MEMBER
WORLD VISION, INC.
The United States Arm of the International
World Vision Partnership
Richard Stearns, President
Federal Way, WA
Phone: (253) 815-1000
rstearns@worldvision.org
www.worldvision.org

MASTERWORKS
Full Service Direct Marketing Agency
Rory Starks, Sr. Vice President, Strategic
Engagement
Poulsbo, WA
Phone: (360) 394-4300
rstarks@masterworks.com
www.masterworks.com

AVANT MINISTRIES
Scott Holbrook, Chief Financial Officer
Kansas City, MO
Phone: (816) 734-8500
scott.holbrook@acssa.org
www.avantministries.org

MISSION INCREASE FOUNDATION
We Help Ministries Grow
Dan Davis, President
Portland, OR
Phone: (503) 639-7364
ddavis@missionincrease.org
www.missionincrease.org
FINANCIAL SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBERS
ENVOY FINANCIAL
Trusted Advice Along The Way.
Providing Retirement Planning, TPA and
Recordkeeping Services since 1994
Bethany Palmer, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (888) 879-1376
bpalmer@envoyfinancial.com
www.envoyfinancial.com

								

BUCKNER INTERNATIONAL
Dr. Albert L. Reyes, President & CEO
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 758-8190
areyes@buckner.org
www.buckner.org
E3 PARTNERS MINISTRY
Marcia Suhling, Director of Finance
Plano, TX
Phone: (214) 440-1101
marcia.suhling@e3partners.org
www.e3partners.org
FLORIDA BAPTIST CHILDREN’S HOMES
Multi-Service International Childcare/Orphan
Relief
Jerry Haag, President/CEO
Lakeland, FL
Phone: (863) 687-8811
jerry.haag@fbchomes.org
www.fbchomes.org
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FOREIGN MISSION /
RELIEF ORGANIZATION CONT.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Karon Black Morton,
VP & Director of Operations
Madison, WI
Phone: (608) 443-3711
kmorton@intervarsity.org
www.intervarsity.org
ONE MISSION SOCIETY
One Lord. One Life. One Calling.
Ron Collins, Vice President, Development
Greenwood, IN
Phone: (317) 888-3333
rcollins@onemissionsociety.org
www.onemissionsociety.org
PIONEERS
Johnny Fowler, VP, Finance
Orlando, FL
Phone: (407) 382-6000
jfowler@orlandoteam.com
www.pioneers.org
WORLD GOSPEL MISSION
Shelly McCollum, CFO/VP, Finance
Marion, IN
Phone: (765) 664-7331
shelly.mccollum@wgm.org
www.wgm.org
FOUNDATION

BARNABAS FOUNDATION
Jim Bakke, Executive Director
Tinley Park, IL
Phone: (708) 532-3444
jbakke@barnabasfoundation.org
www.barnabasfoundation.com
STOLLER FOUNDATION
Hank Winfield,
Board of Directors, Trustee
Houston, TX
Phone: (713) 461-5012
info@stollerfoundation.org
www.stollerfoundation.org
GROUP BENEFITS

PLATINUM MEMBER
ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
Serving the Religious Community Since 1927
Peter A. Persuitti, Managing Director,
Religious Practice
Itasca, IL
Phone: (888) 285-5106
peter_persuitti@ajg.com
www.ajg.com
GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial Services guided by Christian
Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business &
Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
John.Raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org

HUMAN RESOURCES /
COACHING / 		
EXECUTIVE SEARCH

PLATINUM MEMBER
BEST CHRISTIAN WORKPLACES INSTITUTE
Creating Flourishing Work Places
Alfred Lopus, President
Mercer Island, WA
Phone: (206) 230-8111
alopus@bcwinstitute.org
www.bcwinstitute.org
FAITHSEARCH PARTNERS
Because Inspired Leadership Takes More
than Talent
Ed Fry, President
Houston, TX
Phone: (713) 304-6870
edfry@faithsearchpartners.com
www.faithsearchparnters.com
INSURANCE

PLATINUM MEMBERS
ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
Serving the Religious Community Since 1927
Peter A. Persuitti, Managing Director,
Religious Practice
Itasca, IL
Phone: (888) 285-5106
peter_persuitti@ajg.com
www.ajg.com
GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial Services guided by Christian
Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business &
Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
John.Raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org
TEN TALENTS PARTNERS
Private Equity & Consulting
Growing Organizations Where Biblical
Values Thrive
Robert Lipps, Managing Partner
Healdsburg, CA
Phone: (415) 518-2515
Bob.Lipps@tentalentspartners.com
www.tentalentspartners.com
INSURANCE ONE AGENCY
Matt Overstreet
Dallas, TX
Phone: (469) 726-4593
matt@insuranceoneagency.com
www.insuranceoneagency.com
INTERNET SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBER
MINISTRYLINQ
Maximizing Stewardship with
Electronic Processing
Renn Salo, General Manager
Spokane, WA
Phone: (509) 789-2274
info@cashlinq.com
www.ministrylinq.com
INVESTMENT SERVICES

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

PLATINUM MEMBER
BEST CHRISTIAN WORKPLACES INSTITUTE
Creating Flourishing Work Places
Alfred Lopus, President
Mercer Island, WA
Phone: (206) 230-8111
alopus@bcwinstitute.org
www.bcwinstitute.org
LILLESTRAND LEADERSHIP CONSULTING
Sylvia Nash, Senior Consultant
Chino Hills, CA
Phone: (951) 805-9192
sylvia@lillestrand.com
www.lillestrand.com
LEGAL SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBER
BRYAN CAVE LLP
Stuark Lark, Partner
John Wylie, Partner
America, Asia, Europe
Phone: (719)473-3800
stuart.lark@bryancave.com
john.wylie@bryancave.com
www.bryancave.com
MAILING LISTS / 		
LIST MANAGEMENT

PLATINUM MEMBER
DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Michael Johnson, VP, Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com
MANAGEMENT

PLATINUM MEMBER
TEN TALENTS PARTNERS
Private Equity & Consulting
Growing Organizations Where Biblical
Values Thrive
Robert Lipps, Managing Partner
Healdsburg, CA
Phone: (415) 518-2515
Bob.Lipps@tentalentspartners.com
www.tentalentspartners.com
MARKETING / ADVERTISING
/ BRAND DEVELOPMENT

PLATINUM MEMBERS
DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Michael Johnson, VP, Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com

CHRISTIAN HEALTHCARE MINISTRIES
The Biblical Solution to Healthcare Costs
Terry Lawrence, Director Inter-Ministerial
Relations
Barberton, OH
Phone: (800) 791-6225
tlawrence@chministries.org
www.chministries.org

PLATINUM MEMBER
ENVOY FINANCIAL
Trusted Advice Along The Way.
Providing Retirement Planning, TPA and
Recordkeeping Services since 1994
Bethany Palmer, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (888) 879-1376
bpalmer@envoyfinancial.com
www.envoyfinancial.com

DUNHAM + COMPANY
Empowering ministry effectiveness
through strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayres, Director of Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com

ICU MOBILE
The Pioneer and Leader of Mobile Medical Ultrasound
Michele Chadwick
Akron, OH
Phone: (330) 745-4070
michele@icumobile.org
www.icumobile.org

GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial Services guided by Christian
Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business &
Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
John.Raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org

MASTERWORKS
Full Service Direct Marketing Agency
Rory Starks, Sr. Vice President, Strategic
Engagement
Poulsbo, WA
Phone: (360) 394-4300
rstarks@masterworks.com
www.masterworks.com

HEALTH SERVICES

THE A GROUP
Marketing & Technology 		
that Powers Ministry
Maurilio B. Amorim, CEO
Brentwood, TN
Phone: (866) 258-4800
maurilio@agroup.com
www.agroup.com
MEDIA

TRANS WORLD RADIO
Timothy Klingbeil, International Director
Americas Region
Cary, NC
Phone: (919) 460-3700
tklingbe@twr.org
www.twr.org
MISSIONS AGENCY

PLATINUM MEMBER
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Helping Fulfill the Great Commission
in This Generation
Mark D. Tjernagel, CFO – US
Orlando, FL
Phone: (407) 826-2000
mark.tjernagel@ccci.org
www.ccci.org
THE SALVATION ARMY —
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
David Jeffery, National Commander
Alexandria, VA
Phone: (703) 684-5500
vickie_sledge@usn.salvationarmy.org
www.salvationarmyusa.org
ASIAN ACCESS
Elliott Snuggs, Vice President 		
of Operations
Cerritos, CA
Phone: (626) 914-8990
esnuggs@asianaccess.org
www.asianaccess.org
INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES
Al Evon, Assoc. Exec. Dir. for Mission
Advancement
Valley Forge, PA
Phone: (610) 768-2311
al.evon@internationalministries.org
www.internationalministries.org
MISSION AVIATION FELLOWSHIP
John Boyd, President
Nampa, ID
Phone: (208) 498-0800
jboyd@maf.org
www.maf.org
RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE
Gary Gray, President
Oxnard, CA
Phone: (805) 487-1234
garyg@erescuemisison.org
www.erescuemission.org
THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE MISSION
Elmer Lorenz, Director of Operations,
CFO
Carol Stream, IL
Phone: (630) 653-5300
elmer.lorenz@team.org
www.team.org
THE SALVATION ARMY —		
TORONTO CANADA & BURMUDA
Paul Goodyear,
Territorial Financial Secretary
Toronto, ON
Phone: (416) 422-6145
paul_goodyear@can.salvationarmy.org
www.salvationarmy.ca
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OUTREACH

PLATINUM MEMBERS
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Helping Fulfill the Great Commission
in This Generation
Mark D. Tjernagel, CFO – US
Orlando, FL
Phone: (407) 826-2000
mark.tjernagel@ccci.org
www.ccci.org
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org
THE NAVIGATORS
To Know Christ and to Make Him Known
Doug Nuenke, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 598-1212
doug.nuenke@navigators.org
www.navigators.org
BIBLE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL
Leanne DeKoning, Director of Human
Capital
Crete, IL
Phone: (708) 367-8500
hr@bibleleague.org
www.bibleleague.org
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY ACTION
Bringing Hope and Changing Lives
Chasz Parker, President & CEO
Lewisville, TX
Phone: (972) 221-1224
chasz.parker@ccahelps.org
www.ccahelps.org
CHRISTIAN MOTORSPORTS INTERNATIONAL
Larry Smiley, President
Tempe, AZ
Phone: (480) 507-5323
teamrfc@teamrfc.org
www.teamrfc.org
COALITION FOR CHRISTIAN OUTREACH
Lee Scott, Director for Staff Services
Pittsburgh, PA
Phone: (412) 363-3303
cco@ccojubilee.org
www.ccojubilee.org

MOMS IN PRAYER INTERNATIONAL
Praying for Children and Schools
Sally Burke, President
Poway, CA
Phone: (858) 486-2528
president@momsinprayer
www.momsinprayer.org
MOPS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Relationships and Resources for Mothers
of Preschoolers
Sherry Surratt, President & CEO
Denver, CO
Phone: (303) 733-5353
ssurratt@mops.org
www.mops.org
RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE
Gary Gray, President
Oxnard, CA
Phone: (805) 487-1234
garyg@erescuemisison.org
www.erescuemission.org
STONECROFT MINISTRIES
Kimberly Schiller, Executive
Administrative Asst.
Overland Park, KS
Phone: (913) 766-9100
kschiller@stonecroft.org
www.stonecroft.org
THE CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
Gary Friesen, General Counsel Assistant
Corp Secretary
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 599-5999
frieseng@cmalliance.org
www.cmalliance.org
THE GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL
Gary Richardson, Chief Operations Officer
Nashville, TN
Phone: (615) 564-5000
grichardson@gideons.org
www.gideons.org
PRE-EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

GALLANT BACKGROUND CHECKS
Shielding your trusted Organization
Carla S. Mowery, CEO
Tulsa, OK
Phone: (800) 440-2986
sales@gallantbackgroundchecks.com
www.gallantbackgroundchecks.com
PREGNANCY RESOURCE
CENTER

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE CHINA
Gary Lausch, Vice President Human
Resources
Fort Collins, CO
Phone: (970) 530-3800
gary.lausch@elic.org
www.elic.org

CARE NET
Roland Warren, CEO
Lansdowne, VA
Phone: (703) 554-8743
rwarren@care-net.org
www.care-net.org

MISSION TO CHILDREN, INC.
John Garmo, President & CEO
Escondido, CA
Phone: (760) 839-1600
skip@missiontochildren.org
www.missiontochildren.org

PLATINUM MEMBERS
DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES
Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Michael Johnson, VP, Sales & Marketing
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
mjohnson@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com
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PRINTING / MAILING / DESIGN

DUNHAM + COMPANY
Empowering ministry effectiveness
through strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayers, Director of Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com
PRODUCT SALES / SERVICES

PLATINUM MEMBER
MINISTRYLINQ
Maximizing Stewardship with
Electronic Processing
Renn Salo, General Manager
Spokane, WA
Phone: (509) 789-2274
info@cashlinq.com

GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Financial Services guided by Christian
Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business &
Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
John.Raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org

PUBLISHING

CHRISTIANITY TODAY
A Global Media Ministry
Harold Smith, President and CEO
Carol Stream, IL
Phone: (630) 260-6200
haroldsmith@christianitytoday.com
www.ChristianityToday.org

SOCIAL SERVICE 			
& FAMILY AGENCY

ALABAMA BAPTIST CHILDREN’S HOMES/
FAMILY MINISTRIES
Dr. Riley P. Green, Vice President of
Administration
Birmingham, AL
Phone: (205) 982-1112
www.abchome.org

RELIEF & DEVELOPMENT

PLATINUM MEMBER
CRISTA MINISTRIES
Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org

BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES
Called to Care. Committed to Children
William Blacquiere, CEO/President
Grand Rapids, MI
Phone: (616) 224-7489
bblacquiere@bethany.org
www.bethany.org

RESCUE MISSION

KNOX AREA RESCUE MINISTRIES, INC.
Burt Rosen, President
Knoxville, TN
Phone: (865)673-6561
brosen@karm.org
www.karm.org

BUCKNER INTERNATIONAL
Dr. Albert L. Reyes, President & CEO
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 758-8190
areyes@buckner.org
www.buckner.org

SEATTLE’S UNION GOSPEL MISSION
Jeff Lilley, President
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 723-0767
jlilley@ugm.org
www.ugm.org

SOCIAL SUPPORT SERVICE

PLATINUM MEMBER
COMPASSION INTERNATIONAL
Releasing Children From Poverty 		
in Jesus’s Name
Sanitago “Jimmy” Mellado, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 487-7000
jmellado@compassion.com
www.us.ci.org

WATER STREET MISSION
Jack Crowley, President
Lancaster, PA
Phone: (717) 393-7709
jcrowley@wsm.org
www.wsm.org
MILWAUKEE RESCUE MISSION
Patrick H. Vanderburgh, President
Milwaukee, WI
Phone: (414) 344-2211
patrick.vanderburgh@milmission.org
www.milmission.org
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY

BAPTIST HOUSING
Howard Johnson, Chief Executive Officer
Delta, BC
Phone: (604) 940-1960
hmjohnson@baptisthousing.org
www.baptisthousing.org
RETIREMENT PLANNING

PLATINUM MEMBERS
ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.
Serving the Religious Community Since 1927
Peter A. Persuitti, Managing Director
Religous Practice
San Francisco, CA
Phone: (415) 536-8451
peter_persuitti@ajg.com
www.ajg.com

								

ENVOY FINANCIAL
Trusted Advice Along The Way Providing
Retirement Plan, TPA and Recordkeeping
Services since 1994
Bethany B. Palmer, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (888) 879-1376
trustedadvice@envoyfinancial.com
www.envoyfinancial.com

JONI AND FRIENDS
The International Disability Center
Billy C. Burnett, Executive
Vice President/CFO
Agoura Hills, CA
Phone: (818) 575-1719
bburnett@joniandfriends.org
www.joniandfriends.org
LAKESIDE EDUCATIONAL NETWORK
Linda Franco, VP of Admin. & Finance
Fort Washington, PA
Phone: (215) 654-9414
lfranco@lakesidelink.com
www.lakesidelink.com
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CLA Gold Members
ALABAMA BAPTIST CHILDREN’S
HOMES/FAMILY MINISTRIES

Birmingham, AL
Phone: (205) 982-1112
www.abchome.org
AMERICA’S CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION

Glendora, CA
Phone: (800) 343-6328
www.americaschristiancu.com
ASIAN ACCESS

Cerritos, CA
Phone: (626) 914-8990
www.asianaccess.org
ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
INTERNATIONAL

Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 528-6906
www.acsi.org
AVANT MINISTRIES

Kansas City, MO
Phone: (816) 734-8500
www.avantministries.org
BACK TO GOD MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL

Palos Heights, IL
Phone: (708) 371-8700
www.backtogod.net
BAPTIST HOUSING

CLA Gold Level Member organizations represent a vital organizational connection to
the vision and mission of CLA, and take an important leadership role within the Alliance.
Membership: Contact Holly Rosario, Director of Member Services (949) 487-0900, ext. 116

CHRISTIAN MOTORSPORTS INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES

PIONEERS

Gilbert, AZ
Phone: (480) 507-5323
www.teamrfc.org

Valley Forge, PA
Phone: (610-768-2311
www.internationalministries.org

Orlando, FL
Phone: (407) 382-6000
www.pioneers.org

CHRISTIANITY TODAY

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Carol Stream, IL
Phone: (630) 260-6200
www.ChristianityToday.org

Madison, WI
Phone: (608) 443-3711
www.intervarsity.org

RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE

CHURCH OF GOD OF PROPHECY

JONI AND FRIENDS

Cleveland, TN
Phone: (423) 559-5100
www.cogop.org

Agoura Hills, CA
Phone: (818) 575-1719
www.joniandfriends.org

COALITION FOR CHRISTIAN OUTREACH

KNOX AREA RESCUE MINISTRIES, INC.

Pittsburgh, PA
Phone: (412) 363-3303
www.ccojubilee.org
E3 PARTNERS MINISTRY

Plano, TX
Phone: (214) 440-1101
www.e3partners.org
ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE CHINA

Fort Collins, CO
Phone: (970) 530-3800
www.elic.org
EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN CREDIT UNION

Delta, BC
Phone: (604) 940-1960
www.baptisthousing.org

Brea, CA
Phone: (714) 671-5700 x 1439
www.eccu.org

BARNABAS FOUNDATION

EVANGELICAL COUNCIL FOR FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTABILITY

Tinley Park, IL
Phone: (708) 532-3444
www.barnabasfoundation.com
BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES

Grand Rapids, MI
Phone: (616) 224-7489
www.bethany.org
BIBLE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL

Crete, IL
Phone: (708) 367-8500
www.bibleleague.org
BUCKNER INTERNATIONAL

Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 758-8190
www.buckner.org
CALVARY CHAPEL OF FORT LAUDERDALE

Fort Lauderdale, FL
Phone: (954) 977-9673
www.calvaryftl.org
CARE NET

Lansdowne, VA
Phone: (703) 554-8743
www.care-net.org
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S HOME OF OHIO, INC.

Wooster, OH
Phone: (330) 345-7949
www.ccho.org
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY ACTION

Lewisville, TX
Phone: (972) 219-4353
www.ccahelps.org

Winchester, VA
Phone: (540) 535-0103
www.ecfa.org
FAITHSEARCH PARTNERS

Houston, TX
Phone: (713) 304-6870
www.faithsearchpartners.com
FLORIDA BAPTIST CHILDREN’S HOMES

Lakeland, FL
Phone: (863) 687-8811
www.fbchomes.org
GALLANT BACKGROUND CHECKS

Tulsa, OK
Phone: (800) 440-2986
www.gallantbackgroundchecks.com
HUME LAKE CHRISTIAN CAMPS, INC.

Hume Lake, CA
Phone: (559) 305-7770
www.humelake.org
ICU MOBILE

Akron, OH
Phone: (330) 745-4070
www.icumobile.org
INSURANCE ONE AGENCY

Dallas, TX
Phone: (469) 726-4593
www.insuranceoneagency.com

CHRISTIAN HEALTHCARE MINISTRIES

INTERNATIONAL CHURCH OF THE
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL

Barberton, OH
Phone: (800) 791-6225
www.chministries.org

Los Angeles, CA
Phone: (213) 989-4431
www.foursquare.org

Knoxville, TN
Phone: (865) 673-6561
www.karm.org
LAKESIDE EDUCATIONAL NETWORK

Fort Washington, PA
Phone: (215) 654-9414
www.lakesidelink.com
LIFEWAY RIDGECREST CONFERENCE CENTER

Ridgecrest, NC
Phone: (828) 669-3596
www.ridgecrestconferencecenter.org
MILWAUKEE RESCUE MISSION

Milwaukee, WI
Phone: (414) 344-2211
www.milmission.org
MISSION AVIATION FELLOWSHIP

Nampa, ID
Phone: (208) 498-0800
www.maf.org
MISSION INCREASE FOUNDATION

Portland, OR
Phone: (503) 639-7364
www.missionincrease.org
MISSION TO CHILDREN, INC.

Escondido, CA
Phone: (760) 839-1600
www.missiontochildren.org
MOMS IN PRAYER INTERNATIONAL

Poway, CA
Phone: (858) 486-2528
www.momsinprayer.org
MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE

Chicago, IL
Phone: (312) 329-4000
www.moody.edu
MOPS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Oxnard, CA
Phone: (805) 487-1234
www.erescuemission.org
SEATTLE’S UNION GOSPEL MISSION

Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 723-0767
www.ugm.org
STOLLER FOUNDATION

Houston, TX
Phone: (713) 461-5012
www.stollerfoundation.org
STONECROFT MINISTRIES

Overland Park, KS
Phone: (913) 766-9100
www.stonecroft.org
THE CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 599-5999
www.cmalliance.org
THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE MISSION

Carol Stream, IL
Phone: (630) 653-5300
www.team.org
THE GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL

Nashville, TN
Phone: (615) 564-5000
www.gideons.org
THE SALVATION ARMY — 		
TORONTO CANADA & BERMUDA

Toronto, ON
Phone: (416) 422-6145
www.salvationarmy.ca
THE SALVATION ARMY MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION

Canton, MA
Phone: (339) 502-5935
www.salvationarmyma.org
TRANS WORLD RADIO

Cary, NC
Phone: (919) 460-3700
www.twr.org
VENTURE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Denver, CO
Phone: (303) 733-5353
www.mops.org

Los Gatos, CA
Phone: (408) 997-4600
www.venturechristian.org

NORTH AMERICAN BAPTIST CONFERENCE

WATER STREET MISSION

Roseville, CA
Phone: (916) 797-6222
www.nabconference.org

Lancaster, PA
Phone: (717) 393-7709
www.wsm.org

ONE MISSION SOCIETY

WORLD GOSPEL MISSION

Greenwood, IN
Phone: (317) 888-3333
www.onemissionsociety.org

Marion, IN
Phone: (765) 664-7331
www.wgm.org

PINE COVE CHRISTIAN CAMPS

YORK COLLEGE

Tyler, TX
Phone: (903) 561-0231
www.pinecove.com

York, NE
Phone: (800) 950-9675
www.york.edu
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CLA Platinum “Founders Council” Members
CLA Platinum Level Member organizations serve as the most influential voices within the Alliance. CLA Platinum Level Members
“Founders Council” play a significant role in providing critical knowledge resources that support the vision and mission of CLA.
To join: Contact Tami Heim, President/CEO at (949) 487-0900, ext. 113 or by email at Tami.Heim@ChristianLeadershipAlliance.org
THE A GROUP

BRYAN CAVE LLP

Stuart Lark, Partner
John Wylie, Partner
America, Asia, Europe
Phone: (719) 473-3800
stuart.lark@bryancave.com
john.wylie@bryancave.com
www.bryancave.com

Marketing & Technology 		
that Powers Ministry
Maurilio B. Amorim, CEO
Brentwood, TN
Phone: (866) 258-4800
maurilio@agroup.com
www.agroup.com

DOUGLAS SHAW & ASSOCIATES

Specializing in Donor-Focused
Communications
Douglas K. Shaw, Chairman
Naperville, IL
Phone: (630) 562-1321
dshaw@douglasshaw.com
www.douglasshaw.com
DUNHAM + COMPANY

MINISTRYLINQ

Maximizing Stewardship 		
with Electronic Processing
Renn Salo, General Manager
Spokane, WA
Phone: (509) 789-2274
info@cashlinq.com
www.cashlinq.com
THE NAVIGATORS

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY

God’s Word Transforming Lives
Roy Peterson, President & CEO
Philadelphia, PA
Phone: (215) 309-0274
President@AmericanBible.org
www.American.Bible

Helping Fulfill the Great Commission 		
in This Generation
Mark D. Tjernagel, CFO – US
Orlando, FL
Phone: (407) 826-2000
mark.tjernagel@ccci.org
www.ccci.org

ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.

Empowering ministry effectiveness
through strategic multi-channel
marketing+fundraising
Joy Ayers, Director of Strategic Relationships
Plano, TX
Phone: (469) 454-0061
joy@dunhamandcompany.com
www.dunhamandcompany.com

To Know Christ and to Make Him Known
Doug Nuenke, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 598-1212
doug.nuenke@navigators.org
www.navigators.org
THE SALVATION ARMY USA – NATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS

ENVOY FINANCIAL
Serving the Religious Community Since 1927
Peter A. Persuitti, Managing Director,
Religious Practice
Itasca, IL
Phone: (888) 285-5106
peter_persuitti@ajg.com
www.ajg.com
AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

CAPIN CROUSE LLP

A National, Full-Service CPA and
Consulting Firm
Myra Miller, Vice President of Marketing
Greenwood, IN
Phone: (317) 885-2620
mmiller@capincrouse.com
COMPASSION INTERNATIONAL

John Reynolds, Executive Vice President
Azusa, CA
Phone: (626) 815-3887
jreynolds@apu.edu
www.apu.edu
BEST CHRISTIAN WORKPLACES INSTITUTE

Providing Retirement Planning, TPA and
Recordkeeping Services since 1994
Bethany Palmer, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (888) 879-1376
bpalmer@envoyfinancial.com
www.envoyfinancial.com

David Jeffrey, National Commander
Alexandria, VA
Phone: (703) 684-5500
c/o vickie_sledge@usn.salvationarmy.org
www.salvationarmyusa.org
TEN TALENTS PARTNERS

GUIDESTONE FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Releasing Children From Poverty in
Jesus’s Name
Santiago “Jimmy” Mellado, President
Colorado Springs, CO
Phone: (719) 487-7000
jmellado@compassion.com
www.us.ci.org
CRISTA MINISTRIES

Financial Services guided by
Christian Values since 1918
John Raymond, Chief Business &
Marketing Executive Officer
Dallas, TX
Phone: (214) 720-6595
john.raymond@GuideStone.org
www.GuideStone.org

Private Equity & Consulting
Growing Organizations Where Biblical
Values Thrive
Robert Lipps, Managing Partner
Healdsburg, CA
Phone: (415) 518-2515
Bob.Lipps@tentalentspartners.com
www.tentalentspartners.com
WORLD VISION, INC.

MASTERWORKS
Creating Flourishing Work Places
Alfred Lopus, President
Mercer Island, WA
Phone: (206) 230-8111
alopus@bcwinstitute.org
www.bcwinstitute.org
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Loving God by Serving People
Robert J. Lonac, President/CEO
Seattle, WA
Phone: (206) 546-7200
rlonac@crista.net
www.crista.org

Full Service Direct Marketing Agency
Rory Starks, Sr. VP, Strategic Engagement
Poulsbo, WA
Phone: (360) 394-4300
rstarks@masterworks.com
www.masterworks.com

								

The United States Arm of the International
Word Vision Partnership
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JANUARY – JUNE, 2017

2017 CLAWebcasts

Transform your ministry’s effectiveness through CLA’s one-hour monthly leadership webcasts!

Top Rated Christian
Leadership Presenters
24/7 “On Demand”
Access for CLA
Members
Free “Live” Webcasts
for all attendees

Register for our final
2016 “Encore Webcast”
sponsored by NCF:
December 15
Executive Leadership /
People Management and Care

Jesus’ Team of Twelve:
Keys to Leading Teams Well
Presenter: Mark Siegrist,
Director of Education,
Denver Rescue Mission

The CLA 2017 webcast “Encore Series” features some of the most highly-rated
presenters from the 2016 CLA Outcomes Conference. These leadership experts
will offer insights that help to prepare you and your ministry team for success.
CLA Salutes and thanks National
Christian Foundation (NCF) for
sponsoring its Jan. – June 2017
“Encore Series” webcasts.

CLA Encore Webcasts Sponsor

Thanks to our sponsor, NCF, the live
CLA 2017 “Encore Series” webcasts are FREE for all attendees. CLA MEMBERS
receive an added benefit, exclusive FREE access to all CLA webcasts “on demand.”
That allows CLA members to use these webcasts as a part of staff training at any time.

2017 CLA “Encore Series” Webcasts (January – June)
January 26 — Resource Development
Principles for Online Donation Success
Presenter: Mark Gaither, Manager of Special Projects, GAIN International
February 23 — People Management and Care
Managing Change through Employee Engagement
Presenter: Christine Talbot, Senior Vice President HR, World Vision US
March 30 — Executive Leadership
What is Your Planning Style?
Presenter: James Galvin, Ed.D., President, Galvin & Associates, Inc.
April 27 — Tax and Legal
Religious Liberty: Pursuing the Daniel Option
Presenter: Scott Ward, J.D., Attorney/Owner, Gammon & Grange P.C.
May 25 — Resource Development
How to Cultivate Major Donors
Presenter: William High, CEO/President, National Christian Foundation - Heartland
June 29 — Communications and Marketing
Brand Strategy: There’s More to Your Story!
Presenter: Elizabeth West, Global Director of Marketing+Branding, Dunham+Company

Register to attend at
www.ChristianLeadershipAlliance.org/Webcasts

THOUGHT LEADER

By Mike King

A Culture of
Accountability

i

On mission at Volunteers of America
IN LEADING AN ORGANIZATION that helps the most vulnerable
members of our society, accountability means much more to me than
answering to my board of directors or meeting financial benchmarks.
Failing in our mission can literally mean the difference between life
and death for those we serve. At the very least, failing to live up to
expectations creates an additional barrier blocking our clients from
transcending their challenges and living the best lives possible.
Before taking over as Volunteers of America’s national president, I
spent five years as CEO of our Texas affiliate. Our administrative offices
shared building space with our client programs, mostly for those with
intellectual disabilities. While it can be easy for a top executive to become
detached from an organization’s work and lose perspective, it’s almost
impossible not to be accountable when you come face-to-face everyday
with the people who need you. “If anyone, then, knows the good they
ought to do and doesn’t do it, it is sin for them” (James 4:17).
Founded in 1896 by Christian reformers Maud and Ballington Booth,
Volunteers of America is one of the oldest and largest human service
providers in the United States, dedicated to a mission of helping those
in need live healthy, safe and productive lives. With an annual budget of
$1.1 billion, our 32 affiliates and 16,000 paid staff people serve more than
2 million individuals each year. Our foundation in faith has always been
the most important aspect of maintaining Volunteers of America’s culture
of accountability, especially in an organization as sprawling as ours.
At Volunteers of America, we see ourselves as a church without walls,
answering God’s call to transform communities through a ministry of
service that demonstrates to all people that they are loved. This ministry
distinguishes our organization. Our ministers — consisting of front-line
workers, administrative leaders and board members, at both the local
and national levels, are drawn from every Christian denomination and
are encouraged to serve as active members of other churches. These
ministers lead in making sure our work remains accountable to our
mission, and that our service to those who need us comes from a place
of compassion and dedication.
Accountability also means being good stewards of the resources
entrusted to us. Donors, whether individuals or large corporate foundations, have become increasingly savvy about the organizations they
support. They demand evidence that our operations are efficient and
that our resources support our mission and clients. “Whoever can be
trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is
dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much” (Luke 16:10).
The IRS does not require Volunteers of America, as a church, to file
a Form 990 — the federal tax filing required of nonprofit organizations
— but we complete a pro forma form each year regardless and make it
available online and to anyone wishing to know more about our finances.
We also work closely with groups like Better Business Bureau’s Wise
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Giving Alliance and GuideStar to make sure accountability reports for our organization remain up-to-date
and accurate. Not only is it right to remain accountable
to those who provide the money we need to operate,
accountability also provides a pragmatic benefit that
ultimately attracts new resources in a virtuous cycle.
For me, remaining accountable — both to those we
serve and to our donors — means not just tending to
our clients’ immediate needs, but also sticking with
them over the long term. We see our services as a continuum of care. Many clients remain within our fold
for years if needed. For example, someone experiencing homelessness might come to us in need of shelter,
which then allows us to assess what caused them to
be homeless in the first place and ultimately provide
transitional or permanent housing. Being accountable
means we must be prepared to be with them every
step of the way.
Volunteers of America’s founders described our
special role as “an organization which brings together
the work of the church and the work of the social
service organization.” We are both a church and an
“auxiliary” to the universal Christian church with a
special mission of service, and we are able to transform lives through our belief in, and reliance on, grace.
It is this principle, more than anything, that keep us
accountable to those who need us most.
MIKE KING serves as national president and CEO of
Volunteers of America (voa.org) and also sits on the
executive committee of Leadership 18. A Dallas native,
King previously served as CEO of Volunteers of America
Texas and also held executive positions with United Way
of Metropolitan Dallas, the Volunteer Center of Dallas and
Volunteer – The National Center.

BECOME ACCREDITED AT ECFA.ORG

As a biblically-based women’s ministry with a global reach,
fiscal accountability and the responsible stewardship
of donor funds is vitally important to us. The ECFA
accreditation seal assures our supporters that we have
objective oversight and have met high management
standards. And, the relevant information that ECFA
shares regarding current issues allows us to confidently
and proactively manage our daily operations.
Lysa TerKeurst, President
Proverbs 31 Ministries — Matthews, NC

The wise men shared gifts with
a child. The child. Jesus. Follow in
their footsteps this Christmas by
sharing with a child in need.
Share a farm animal.
Share clean water.
Share the biggest dream of all . . .
a full, healthy life.
Find out how at worldvision.org

World Vision is a Christian humanitarian organization
dedicated to working with children, families, and their
communities worldwide to reach their full potential
by tackling the causes of poverty and injustice.

Rosemary, age 9, Zambia
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